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If Ric Pfeffer is so damned

worried about repression. why

doesn't he stop that big, red

mutt of his from eating

all my friends??!!
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Dr. Bela Balassa, chairman of the Faculty Budget Committee

Muller, Faculty Group

Concur On Tuition
BY DAN WILE

For the first time in recent

years, the tuition increase

proposed by the President and

approved by the Board of

Trustees was in line with that

suggested by the faculty budget

committee. Usually, the Budget

Committee has submitted a

greater hike than the one

adopted.
According to University

President Dr. Steven Muller, this

agreement does not necessarily

set a precedent. In the past,

Muller said, the recommended

figures have been based on

principle and were too vague, or

they were unacceptably high.

According to Professor of

Political Honomy Dr. Bela

Balassa, who chairs the Faculty

Budget Committee, the tuition

increases had been falling behind

those of ther schools. This affects

the size of the faculty, he said.

Though next year's $4500

tuition bill is 11% above this

year's $4050, the net rise in

revenues is only 3% because of

the projected 8% jump in the

cost of living. had tuition only

risen at the same rate as inflation,

next year's hike would have been

$324, $126 less than the actual

increase.
This difference will free

enough money to stave off

approximately 7-8 faculty cuts,

Balassa said. He obtained this

figure by multiplying 2200, the

cont. on p. 8

Administration Task Force Studies
Possible Personnel Reductions

BY ED SULLIVAN

Budget and personnel

reductions in the Central

Administration of the University

are currently being studied by a

task force headed by Budget

Director Norman Krueger. The

study will be completed by the

end of October, when

preparation of next year's budget

will begin.
Approximately one year ago,

President Muller informed

administration colleagues of the

need to hold the administration

budget at last year's level. This

action will cut the budget by 8%

in real terms. To effect this

reduction, Krueger's committee

was formed.
The committee has spent the

last three months reviewing the

budgets and needs of the various

areas within Central

Administration (purchasing,

administrative services, personnel).

During that period, the

committee met on thirty-two

occasions.
Now that the review is

completed, the committee must

evaluate the information it has

received to determine what areas

can be cut back and what areas

should be augmented. The group

Fraternity Council Revived;

Self-Regulation Planned

BY TOM LANGLOIS

A new constitution for the

revitalized Inter-Fraternity

Council was drafted during two

meetings of fraternity

representatives this month.

The constitution has already

been ratified by six of the eight

fraternities. A unanimous vote is

required for its adoption.

Several fraternity members

have recently taken efforts to

alleviate the difficulties of the

fraternity system at Hopkins..

These problems include loud

parties, littering, and alleged

vandalism.
The Preamble to the new

constitution clearly expresses a

wish "to establish and maintain

better relationships between

ourselves and the University and

the Homewood communities,

and to promote the integrity of

the Fraternity system." The

constitution provides for

committees and officers to

handle the work of coordinating

social events, rushing of new

members and the settling of

grievances.
In the past, the student-run

IFC has done little more than

organize Freshmen Rush. Now,

for the first time, the

constitution allows the IFC to

effectively regulate the fraternity

activities.
By coordinating and

organizing frat activities, the IFC
will begin to "police its own

actions." The Grievance Board of

scont. on p. 3

will submit a recommendation to

President Muller along the lines

of the Greene committee faculty

report.
One purpose of the committee

was to avoid an across-the-board

cutback, according to Muller.

The committee will look for

services that can be reduced and

positions that can be eliminated.

"We purposely avoided

numerical targets," Krueger said.

"We want to focus on functions

and activities, not get into a

numbers game." The committee

wants to be sure that no

important services are cut back.

Rather, the cuts will be made in

"peripheral areas that are nice to

have but can be done without."

It is too early to announce any

specific suggestions for icuts.

The results will be made public

when the 1979-80 budget is

announced.

cont. on p. 8

Lenrow Advises Council
On Student Legal Rights

BY KEVIL DUHON

Baltimore attorney Jay

Len row is working with the

Hopkins Student Council on

three projects designed to

provide students with an

awareness of their legal rights.
These projects, which are

being undertaken by the Council

Legal Rights Committee, include

the drafting of non-academic

legal code, the creation of a legal

consultation system staffed by

area law students, and the

compilation of a handbook of

student and consumer rights.

Lenrow, a 1972 Hopkins

graduate and 1973 graduate of

SAIS, was asked by Associate

Dean of Homewood Faculties

Commentary magazine editor
Norman Podhoretz (left) will

discuss "On Being Radicalized"
on Monday at 4 P.M. in Shriver
Hall in the fourth event of this
year's Milton S. Eisenhower

Symposium entitled

"Retrosnective on the Sixties:

Jalcie Hall to help with the final

polishing on the projects; "to
make it legal", as Lenrow put it.

The new conduct code, which

has been drafted in rough form

but has not yet been completed,

will deliniate judicial procedures

for non-academic offenses. "We

felt there was a need for offenses

against the University to be dealt

with by the University," Lenrow

said.
Probably the most far-reaching

of the projects is the legal

consultation system. Lenrow

cited landlord and

consumer-related problems as

two areas in which students are

ignorant of their rights. "A group

of law students will staff the
cont. on p. 3

From Camelot to Chaos." Tha
Thursday, George Reedy (right),
press secretary to President
Lyndon Baines Johnson durin
the mid-Sixties will speak about
The Leadership: Political

Dissent and the Presidency."
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One-Many Show: "Patrick Bronte,

Master of Haworth- with Welsh actor

Ray Handy, based on the life and
observations of Patrick Bronte, father

of Charlotte, Em ily and Anne

Bronte, well-known nineteenth

century authors. Garrett Room,

Milton S. Eisenhower Library, 8:00

pm next Friday.

Secture/VVorkshop: "Problems in

Daily Living," concerning

developmental issues of adulthood

with emphasis on areas that can be

problematic with Susanne Breckel,

Ph.D. and John Malecki, Ph.D.

Psychologists and codirectors,

Consultation Services Center, tile

Diocese of Albany, N.Y. Garrett
Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library,

800 pm to 10:00 pm tonight. For

information, call x7157.

"Paradise." Paintings in oil and in

watercolor by Anne T. Rich in the

Milton S. Eisenhower Library

Galleries from 9 am to 6 pm daily

except Sunday (1-6 pm) October 22

through Nov. 10.

A Weight Concern Group is being

co-sponsored by the White House and

the Health Service. Both men and
women are encouraged to respond
Anyone interested can contact John

Ramsey at 338-8278.

Music From Peabody, a concert series
featuring performers and composers

from the Peabody Conservatory, will

present the second concert of its

1978-79 season at 3 pm on Sunday,

November 12, in the Garrett Room of

the Eisenhower Library. This event is

sponsored by the Office of the

Chaplain, and admission is free. The

performers at this concert will be:

Christie Peck, soprano; Seth Perlman,

Piano; Herman Meyer, guitar; Bruce

Christense, viola; Tom Godfrey, flute;

Rebecca Anstine, harp. All are

campus notes
currently studying at the Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore.
For further information, please

contact Judy Reilly at the Chaplain's

Office, 338-8187.

Morgan State University is sponsoring

a Graduate Professional Schools Day
Symposium on Friday, October 27,
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 pm in the
McKeldin College Center Ballroom. If

you are interested in attending this
meeting at Morgan State, please stop

by the Placement Bureau for further
information.

The JHU Undergraduate Science

Bulletin is now accepting papers for

consideration to be published in the
fall 1978 issue. Topics include reviews

and original research in the natural

sciences and related areas (such as

psychology and the history of science,

as well as particular fields in the
mathematical and engineering

sciences). Dead line is today, Friday,

October 20. For more information,

contact the editors at box 346. A

twenty-five dollar prize is offered for

the best paper submitted.

Okay all you closet Wargamers out

there, its time to declare your true
nature, The Johns Hopkins Historical
Simulations Society is holding a
tournament in "Diplomacy," Avalon
Hill's pre-WWI diplomatic simulation,

on Sat, Oct 28 at 1 pm in Maryland
214, for a $2 entry fee. Those best
exemplifying the principles of Von
Bismark will set a pick from our
fabulous bag of games: so may the
best liar -er, player - win.

There will be a meeting for all

Campus Notes are free and
available to any Hopkins
Organization. They must be
submitted to the News-Letter
Office typed (or clearly printed)
in paragraph form by 5 pm on

Wednesday. As space for Campus
Notes is limited, they are NOTI
guaranteed to run, and should be
as concise and to-the-point as
possible. Send to Box 1230,
campus mail.

Hopkins Union darkroom users on
Thursday Oct. 26 at 7:00 pm in the
SAC office.

The Hopkins Christian Fellowship will
be meeting Wednesday night, Oct. 25,
6:30-8:30 in Conference Room A
(beneath the Glass Pavilion). The
Fellowship is a chapter of inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship, a student
movement active on university and
college campuses across the country
all are welcome, so drop in at a
meeting and find out what we're all
about. For more information contact
Dave Green or Joe Tier (467-7393).

Internships in State and Local
Government:The Cur-iculum for
Political Leadership is now accepting
applications for the mini-mester and
Spring term. Earn 5 academic credits
while working for a member of the
Baltimore City Council, the Baltimore
County Council or the Maryland
General Assembly. Interns work
approximately 12-15 hours a week in
their placements and attend a
biweekly seminar. If you are
interested in seeing how a part of the

Last Week's
Quiz Results
Winner - Carl !lull

A. Owen - Straight Vodka
B. Hooker - Abstains
C. Muller - Scotch and Soda
D. Schrnith -Martini
E. Macksey - Barbados Rum

and Grapefruit Juice

F. Barth- Rum and Tonic
G. Pfeffer - Pina Colada
H. Suskind - Screwdriver
I. Bessman - Stinger
G Connolly - Old Fashioned
K. Ranum - Manhattan

A career with Anaconda.
The most important thing you can do for yourself is explore a career which offers
challenge and plenty of room for advancement. We offer both, that's why we think
you should consider Anaconda. We've been providing careers, not jobs, since 1875.
Mines and plants in 55 locations in the U.S. and Canada, over 130 sales offices and
more than 22,000 employees. An Anaconda future is one you can count on. We are
an equal opportunity employer m. I. Anaconda, A Subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield
Company.

For information on when Anaconda Representatives will be on campus contact
your Placement Office.

political process works, pick up an
application in Room C-2, Shriver Hall,
or in the Department of Political
Science. The application deadline is
Friday, October 27. for further
information, call Beverly
Klimkowsky, Extension 7182.

Le Mini-Semestre a L'universite de
Montreal. Le Departement de Francais
a se plaisir de vous annoncer que nous
vous offrons cette annee encore la
possibilite de suivre un cours de
conversation et de cu ltu re canadienne
a l'Universite de Montreal pendant le
mois de Janvier, le "minisemestre".
Venez a une des deux reunions
suivantes pour tous renseignements:
prix, logement, etc. Lundi, le 23
octobre a 11 h. et a 1 h dans Gilman
221.

Any undergrad who would like to
work on the Student Council please
contact or leave a message for Bruce
Smith at the S.C. Office, x8203.
Thanks.

Eucharist 10:30 am Sunday October
29th in conference room A, Levering
Hall. All (sic!) invited. Brought to you
by the Episcopal Church on campus.

Aramaic! Paul Nance will discuss it (in
English) on Thursday, October 26th
at 7:30 pm in Levering Hall
conference room A.Brought to you
by ECC's ad hoc committee on
creative esoterica.

The Women's Center is having its
first meeting for everyone
interested in joining a
Consciousness-Raising Group, on
Monday, October 23, at 7:30 PM in
Conference Room A in Levering Hall.
For further information, call Marilyn

Hartman, 435-3604.

Suffer from cramps in your sexlife?
Or is your life of debouchery fast
leading you down the road to

dissolution and early senility? For free
expert advice, contact Dr. Love, c/o
Capt. F. L. Brown, Box 405.

Freshmen: Remember when you were
a big senior in high school? Well, now
you can help those little kiddies with
their college plans by representing
Hopkins back at your high school The
Blue Key High School Visitation
Committee will have a meeting on
November 8th at 8:00 pm in Remsen
101. Come by, and find out the
details.

HopSFA will be meeting Tuesday Oct.
24 at 8:00 PM in Conf. Room A. We
will be discussing our speaker series,
proposed movie series, and the usual
items.

JSA sponsored SABBATH Services in
the KDH on Friday at 6:30 p.m. and
on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. All those
interested in spending Simhat Torah
in Pikesville/Northwest Baltimore call
Jon 243-5886.

The State's Attorney's Office of
Baltimore City has openings for
volunteers in its Victim Witness
Assistance Unit. Any student wishing
experience with the criminal justice
system to aid in career selections is
welcome to apply. Interested students
should call 396-1897 Monday through
Friday.

Lecture: "From Stress to High Level
Wellness," a multi-media presentation
with emphasis on skills for taking full
responsibility for one's health
including nutrition, physical
awareness and stress control with
John W. Travis, M.D., M.P.H.,
Director, Wellness Resource Center,
Mill Valley, California (and Johns
Hopkins University School of
Medicine alumnus). Garrett Room,
Milton S. Eisenhower Library, 7:30
pm on Thursday, Oct. 26.

Lost Oct. 13, at Semi-Formal in Glass
Pavilion Diamond I.D. bracelet, gold
rope chain, narrow silver I D. with
tiny diamonds set in. Reward to
finder. Helaine Matz 484-7875.

Is it sick

at° 1°v
Is it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line in
town.. .and feel so right in your hand? Is it mad to worship pens with clever
little metal "collars" to keep their plastic points from getting squishy?

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen.
Our Razor Point, at only 69C, gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip
over. And for those times you want a little less
line, have a fling with our fine point
59C Fineliner. It has the will and fortitude to
actually write through carbons.

So, don't settle for a casual relationship.
Get yourself a lasting one, or two, to have
and tc hold...at your college book store.

Pilot Corp. of America, 30 Midland Ave.,
Port Chester, New York 10573.

[PILOT.
fineline marker pens

(52eY;giAa ifi&zt 462,te



Halberstam And Fitzgerald Speak

About Two Sides Of Vietnam War
BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

The '78 edition of the Milton
S. Eisenhower Symposium
moved into it's second week with
a two part discussion of the
Vietnam Conflict on Friday and
Monday. Two authors, David
Halberstam and Frances
Fitzgerald, both Pulitzer Prize
winners, spoke about the
American Policy debate and the
Vietnamese view of the war

respectiveiy.
Halberstam characterized the

late '50's and early '60's as a
frozen era where free speech and
debate were limited because of
fear carried over from the time of
McCarthy and Stalin. It was a
time when the cry "National
Security" could silence speakers
and justify nearly any action.
This was caused , he said, by an
arrogance of power, a feeling that
there was nothing we couldn't

Frances Fitzgerald

Frat Charter Drafted
cont. from p. 1

the IFC will have the important
role of adjudicating disputes
stemming from the acitons of
groups of individuals relating to
fraternity sponsored events. The
University administration will

Congress Bans
Paraquitt

In a major victory in the
continuing drive to stop the use
of dangerous herbicides on
marijuana fields in Mexico, the
House and Senate Gave final
approval to Congressional
language effectively banning
further use of U.S. funds after
October 1, 1978. The measure
was signed into law by President
Carter on September 27. The
provisions concerning herbicides
were included in an amendment
to the Security Assistance Act in
the House/Senate Conference
Committee after each chamber
passed a different version
originally. •

become involved only in major
incidents or if the rights of a
student have been violated.
The tone of the new

constitution implies a concerted
effort to improve the image of
the fraternity system. "The
fraternities wish to become and
remain good neighbors with their
communities," stated Colombo.
This new image will stress
community activities such as the
efforts of Phi Gamma in working
with retarded adults at Chimes,
Inc., and Sigma Nu's
contributions to the Office of the
Chaplain'sTutoring Program.
At Hopkins, the fraternity

system differs from most other
colleges. The frats have no
official relation to the University.
Hopkins fraternities are spread
throughout the Homewood area,
rather than being located on
"Fraternity Row." These and
other factors contribute to a
poor "own and gown"
relationship. Fraternities at other
institutions often seem more
community-oriented.

do. There was also a belief that if
the administration "lost"
Vietnam as the Democrats had
"lost" China they would lose the
White House as they had in '52.
A failure to face the truth that

included changing some reports
and ignoring others was cited by
Halberstam as the cause of
America's long involvement after
our goals were no longer realistic

In her talk, Fitzgerald
described the differences
between the American And
Vietnamese views. The
Americans viewed the war as part
of a global struggle while for the
Vietnamese it was nationalistic
and concerned local lands that
had been disputed for
generations.

The Vietnamese see time and
history in a longer perspective
than Americans, having fought to

keep the Chinese out for 1000
years. To them, we are little
different from the French or
other imperialist Western nations.
"The Americans walk the same
path as the French but dream
different dreams," Fitzgerald
quoted one Vietnamese as saying.

Politically Vietnamese have a
far higher sense of community
than Americans, Fitzgerald found
as she walked in small villages in
the Central Highlands. She
reported that these people saw
the conflict as one between
different plans for organizing
society: the ancient ways, the
Communist way, or the
American vacuum. We had no
plan, she said.
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Dr. Carl Christ

Model Classes Planned
For Parents' Weekend

BY FRED SCHILLER

The fourth annual Parents'
Weekend will be held next
Saturday and Sunday.
The two days of activities are

I designed to help parents learn
more about Hopkins. This year,
the parents will have an
opportunity to be exposed to
academic life.

Next Saturday morning, from
10:15 to 10:45 and from 11:00
to 11:30, three professors will
give sample introductory lectures
about their departments.,
Economics Professor tor. earl
Christ will speak about the stock
market, while History Professor
Dr. Robert Forster and Associate
Biology Professor Dr. Robert
Ballentine will each discuss their

respective areas.
According to Director of

Student Activities Chris
Colombo, who is arranging the
event, these model classes will
provide a mutual learning
experience. Not only will the
parents glean insights about the
learning atmosphere at JHU, but
the professors wilt have a...r.ale,
opportunity to meet individual
parents.

In the past, educationaP
programs for parents have:
included a.panel, discussion about'ii
the future of eduCation and'
OF geThrns -a1515tirliVrtUlle

as the growth of Baltimore and
the Bicentennial. Colombo said
he hopes each year to offer
something different in order to
best help the parents.

Educational Testing Conference To Study

Competence Versus Relative Performance
The first annual Johns

Hopkins University National
Symposium on Educational
Research will be held Friday,
October 27, in Washington, D.C.
Ronald A. Berk, aisistant

professor of education in the
Johns Hopkins Evening College,
is the director of the symposium,
entitled "Criterion-Referenced
Measurement: The State of the
Art."
The issues to be addressed are

those surrounding the newest
approach to educational
acheivement testing, which
focuses on mastery or
competency rather than on

Council To Prepare Housing Rights Handbook
cont. from p. I

project," he explained. "They

would work shifts in some office

either on or near campus.'

Lenrow emphasized however,
that the purpose was to provide
advice only. If a case warranted
legal measures, there is the
possibility of finding Hopkins
alumni who would represent
student at special rates.
The proposed handbook,

which would incorporate
Off-Campus Housing's booklet
on lease rights, is also being
designed as a comprehensive

manual on student legal
problems. It is expected to
include information on drug and
alcohol laws, the right of
students to University-held
information on them, and various
Maryland state laws which they
may affect them. "We're trying
to make this an informative tool
which students can benefit
from,' said Cindy Simon, head
of the Legal Rights Committee.

added Lenrow. "If a landlord
doesn't return the security
deposit, he's liable for up to
three times the amount plus
lawyer's fees. Also, if a student
demands it, a landlord must
provide a mutually agreed upon
list of all damages in the
apartment before occupancy."

Lenrow, a former News-Letter
editor, listed as a fourth possible
project a course on student rights
to be taught by himself and other
alumni during the January
Intersession.

relative performance.
The symposium's purposes are

to synthesize all research
conducted on this topic within
the last ten years and to translate
the results into forms that
practitioners can use. According
to Dr. Berk, it is tnis
determination to link research
and practice that will distinguish
the symposium from other
conferences on the subject.

The symposium will also
attempt to identify directions for
future research and to
recommend guidelines for
current testing practices at
classroom, district, state, and
national levels.

The other principle
participants will be Robert L.
Brennan, American College
Testing Program; Jo!-,n L.
Fremer, Educational Testing
Service; Ronald K. Hambleton,
University of Massachusetts;
Samuel A. Livingstoni
Educational Testing Service;
Victor R, Martuza, University of
Delaware; Jason Millman, Cornell
University; W. James Pophami
University of California; and
Michael J. Subkoviak, University
of Wisconsin.
Some 225 researchers and

evaluators from all parts of the
country and Canada will attend
the day-long symposium at the
International Inn.

"There are several
landlord-related rights which
students should know about,"
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Red Kick's Report
Dr. Richard Pfeffer's speech presented at the graduation letters to the editor

ceremony last year raises a lot of questions about
universities and the Western way of life in general. He must
be permitted to present his views, whether in the context
they were presented last May or any other. Many would
deny this, and their attitude is no more enlightened than
16th century peasants who condoned the burning of
heretics. But Dr. Pfeffer's views need no repression -- they
are quite capable of falling on their own merits. They are an
intellectual crock.
Dr. Pfeffer grandiloquently titles his speech

"Appearances and Reality." Fine. isn't the reality that
despite all the junk food and chemical preservatives our
capitalist society supposedly forces us to ingest, people in
the Western world today live the longest, healthiest lives in
human history? Being so close to reality, doesn't Dr. Pfeffer
know that in Belgium, no such additives of any kind are
allowed? Can he produce evidence to show that Belgians are
happier or healthier than other Europeans? Even more to
the point of his speech, will he try to persuade us that
Belgium is a less capitalist country than France or Holland?

Universities Dr. Pfeffer accuses of repression and of
refusal to teach the truth. But isn't it true that societies of
people everywhere and at all times are extremely
narrow-minded and intolerant of dissent? Aren't so-called
non-capitalist countries like the Soviet Union much more
stifling of free discussion than the United States? And aren't
universities the one place in this country where a man with
views as wild and patently implausible as Dr. Pfeffer's can
not only be heard, but can get paid for voicing them?
The reason Marxist doctrine is so offensive to many

people who think is because it is precisely that, a rigid and
deterministic dogma. Karl Marx was an intelligent and
insightful thinker, but so were Aristotle and Max Weber, to
name just two. And people who call themselves Marx's
disciples frequently do him more harm than good with their
fanaticism.
Come on, Rick, you'll have to do better -- they've already

proven red dye in hot dogs is harmful to human health.

Video Void
The recent World Series was a good one, several pivotal

games were close and exciting. Bob Welch's dramatic whiff
of Reggie Jackson to save Game Two was a highlight even if
the Yanks came out on top in the end as they inevitably
do.The World Champions for the second straight year
established that they are the best, the best that money can
buy.
Too bad the campus enjoyed less than the best picture of

the series on television. Four T.V. sets are provided for
students on campus, but none is operated in a really
satisfactory manner.

In the dorm T.V. room, the reception is good, and the
place is open most of the time. The people who run it think
everyone has forgotten that it used to be next door, in a
much less cramped and stuffy room. A better place for large
numbers of people to watch would be the Dorm Social
Lounge, but it is open so rarely that nobody ever expects to
be able to sec anything there.

Levering is worse. The picture upstairs gives batters a
chance to swing at three balls; of course, they have to use
three bats. The viewer develops three headaches. Then there
is the Rathskellar. Nice T.V. set. Cold brew on tap. A great
place to catch a series game. Even better for Monday Night
Football. Just one problem. The place now closes at 10:30
every weeknight. Every other night is fine, but Monday
nights should be be sacred for any red-blooded American
football fan. The Rathslellar should stay open until
midnight on Monday nights.

To the Editor:

I would like to express my
disapproval of the treatment
given in the October 13 issue of
the News-Letter to the story
concerning Mike Pansini's
disqualification as a candidate for
Freshman Class representative to
the Student Council. By devoting
eleven inches of space to the
event, as I measure it, and
branding it as a "Cover-Up
Scandal" with a prominent front
page headline, you unnecessarily
injured the reputation of a new
student for the sake of being able
to print a mildly exciting story
about campus politics. The
length and location of the article
vastly exaggerated the
importance of a regrettable yet
relatively minor incident and
displayed the desperation of the
News-Letter staff to imitate the
investigative journalism of
metropolitan newspapers without
the necessary regard for the
consequences suffered by those
you chose to implicitly castigate
in your articles.

I agree with Pansini's
disqualification, but he is not a
member of the Gang of Four and
does not deseive to be treated as
one. Dishonesty of a much more
significant and reprehensible
nature surely exists on this
campus, but just because you
have not yet uncovered it does
not mean you must compensate
by brandishing in such an
irresponsible manner your
success at finding something of
much less import. Monroe
Zeffert's integrity as a person
who would not knowingly pass
on false information could have
been preserved with a much less
ostentatious treatment of the
incident.
In contrast to the promenence of

the Pansisni article, the article
covering I. F. Stone's
introductory address for the MSE
Symposium was given a mere
nine inches of space and was
buried on the third page under a
trifling one-column headline.
Surely, the inauguration of such
a major Hopkins event as the
Symposium deserves more notice
than the commonplace article
you published, especially when
you advertise the Symposium's
next speaker-- David Halberstam--
on the front page along with his
picture. Is Stone's address, any
less significant than Halberstam?
In all likelihood, there were
many people who wished to
attend Stone's address, but were
unable to because of other
commitments. These people,
myself included, would have
greatly appreciated a more
comprehensive summary of
Stone's speech. The News-Lette!
would have performed a greater

service to the Hopkins
community if the front page
space devoted to the Pansini
article were instead used to cover
the address.
The relative importance assigned
to the Pansini and Stone articles
and the consequent
embarrassment inflicted upon
Pansini reflect a censurable lack
of consistency and journalistic
temperance. I would hope that
the News-Letter staff employs
better judgement in the future
lest I be caught smoking in the
boy's room one day by one of
your reporters and discover the
following Friday that my act of
debauchery has been splashed
across your front page.

Sincerely,
Ronald O'Rourke

Class of '80

To the Editor:

I would like to thank the
News-Letter for printing the
sports article covering the
1978-79 home seasons of the
Washington Capitals and the
Washington Bullets
(News-Letter , October 13,
1978).
As a JHU Evening College

student and sports enthusiast, I
pick up a copy of the
News-Letter . to occupy

myself before my class. This time
I was surprised and yet pleased to
find a sports story that was not
about undergraduate athletics (1
only read the lacrosse stories.).

I hope the News-Letter

will continue to print stories on
the Caps and Bullets as
well-written as this one was and
also stories that are not directed
only to undergraduates.

Thank you,
Marty Thompson

To the Editor:
There is one course at Hopkins

that costs more than any of the
others. Curiously it is not a lab
course (where a student's
carelessness may cost him for
replacement) but is a course
entitled Elements of Computer
Arts and Sciences (ECAS).

Each student is given four(4)
dollars($) per day of computer
time. In addition each student is
given $ 20 per semester on a class
account. Despite these generous
amounts of money, a vast
majority of the ECAs students
end up each week pulling dollar
bills from their pockets to give to
the computing center for running
over their alloted monies.
Mind you, the computing

center is as unhappy about this as
the students are. The collecters
of this money have assured me
that if they had their way the

accounts would be almost
limitless. In fact the computing
center had the daily limit raised
from $2 per day last year to $4
per day this year. (Oddly enough
the center collected less money
last year than this.) There are
many possible causes for the
dilemma:

1) A new professor - Dr.
Bartels has not recently taught
the course and seems to be
having difficulty with the
magnitude of the material he is
issuing.

2) Seldom are the lectures
complete to the extent that a
student (not a nurd) can go to
the computer with a full
understanding of the material he
must present next class period.
There are some possible

answers:
1) Instead of $4 per day

issue $25 per week. This way
students could finish the
assignment straight through w/o
delaying till the next day to
finish.

2) Explain material more
carefully and cut the work load
back to last year's level.

Fast Going Broke

To the Editor:

It was depressing to read Daniel
Arcure's essay, "In Defense of
Hopkins" (September 15).
Although some of his points are
well taken, it is clear that Mr.
Arcure is dogmatic in his
opinions. He raises basic
questions about the state of
higher education in America,
questions that are still being
discussed in the higher echelons
of education.

Yet Mr. Arcure personally
resolves them as a ten year-old
would solve a simple arithmetic
problem.
The entire essay consists of a

series of rigid statements that Mr.
Arcure does not bother to
substantiate with facts or
examples. For instance, try to
absorb this: "Our most hallowed
moments, our cherished
traditions (beer-drinking?), fall
like so many weeds before the
scythe. Truth has become a
negative entity, something
grudingly, cynically admitted. . .

Mr. Arcure tries to sound like
dear old George (Will), but fails
miserably, One must ask whether
truth ever was a "positive entity,
something knowingly, cheerfully
admitted." Achievement,
discipline, the individual will,
everything we hold dear, have
been shelved, boxed. . . . So
states Mr. Arcure. Furthermore,
"the invasion of our grammar
schools by psychologists attests
to "the fact that "a child's

cont. on p. 11
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Pfeffer Poses 24 Questions In Graduation Speech
This is the abridged text of the

controversial speech presented by
Dr. Richard Pfeffer during the
undergraduate diploma ceremony
last May.

If appearances in society were
the same as realities, social
science would not be necessary.
Everything then would be as it
appears to be. There would be no
need to struggle to penetrate the
underlying structure of social
relations that so undramatically
and imperceptibly, but crucially
shapes all that we call our daily
lives. It is because social
appearances and reality are so
different that social science is
necessary to help us understand
our reality. But, that raises a
problem. Given the nature of
reality, which inevitably shapes
social science itself, can what
conventionally passes for social
science in established
institutions, whatever its claims
and appearances, do more to
illuminate than to becloud
reality?

If appearances were reality,
the mundane act of eating a
hotdog, for example, would
entail little more than digestion

asserted, are not reality. It is not
only that all that glitters is not
gold. Nor even just that much
that appears innocuous is
noxious. The matter is much
more complex and troublesome.
It involves questions that
relentlessly thrust themselves
into our cousciousness, like: How
is it that for many of us here,
while our income and so-called
standard of living seems to be
going up, the felt quality of our
lives is deteriorating? How is it
that in a society of such obvious
abundance so many other
millions live in poverty and are
unemployed? How is is that in a
purportedly democratic society
our people feel so powerless to
affect their lives, and are
increasingly passive in, and
unenthusiastic about, the

• institutions of democracy and
the values democracy is supposed
to foster? How is it that in
institutions established to
educate and seek the truth, our
teachers fail to teach, and truth is
the second victim? How is is that
the majority of our people, with
all their formal freedom to
choose their jobs, are so deeply
dissatisfied with what allegedly

Senior Class President Zeffert: "The speeches

were not fitting for a graduation because they didnI

have anything to do with graduating seniors."

News-Letter, September 22, 1978

and excretion. It would not, as it
does in fact, incorporate an
unseen, intricate network of
human relations involving labor
in agrobusiness, packing house,
chemical, me rchandising and
advertising industries, as well as
related government regulatory
agencies - a network embedded in
arid represented by its product,
the hotdog, in the eating of
which we are largely unaware.
The domination of this

economic network over the
almost patriotic, friendly
appearance of the "Good ol'
American hotdog" is important to
penetrate. For, it has produced a
hotdog we eat and feed our kids
that, on the one hand,
undeniably is dangerous to the
health of human beings, while,

on the other, undeniably is the
source of profits for those who
manufacture and merchandise it.

Only an appreciation of the

network can explain why, when

we chomp away on franks in our
ballparks and grill and devour

them in our backyards, we
simultaneously ingest chemicals

that variously color the
frankfurter , cure it cheaply, and

extend its shelf-life.
But appearances, as I have

they have chosen? How is it, in
short, that in a society ostensibly
and rhetorically dedicated to the
betterment of its people, we are
often and pervasively so
ill-served?

The issue of why appearances
and reality frequently and
radically diverge is, when we
pause to think about it, for many
perplexing, almost painful. It is
not an issue most of us care to
pursue for long, in part because
the pursuit seems academic and
futile, in part because it threatens
to develop into what may feel
like full-scale paranoia, and in
part because it confronts our
inherited and socially shaped
consciousness of the world in
which we live.

Let me briefly pursue the
issue, necessarily simplistically
but pointedly, I hope, with a few
of the countless instances in
which our ordinary, man-made
reality unobtrusively takes its
daily toll on us. Why were
adorable-looking infant and
toddler sleepsuits allowed for
years to be treated with
chemicals suspected of causing
Cancer? Why, in the case of
millions of asbestos workers, has
it taken over 40 years to establish

safe standards, when already in
the 1930's evidence was public
that airborne asbestos causes
cancer? Why did industries, for
so long as it was credible, deny
the connection between asbestos
and cancer - much as the
cigarette industry for years
denied the connection between
smoking and cancer? Why does
industry drag its feet even when
the facts are clearly established?
And why has a government that
characterizes itself as "of the
people, by the people and for the
people" been so derelict in this
and so many other similar cases
that cause untold suffering to our
people?
Oh, you may say, quite

correctly, it takes decades to
discover the effects on human
beings that various chemicals and
materials may have, individually
and in combination. But then the
question arises, why are these
substances rapidly put into use in
the first place, with few if any
safety precautions, and well
before their effects on us are
established? Are they really all
necessary? Are they merely a
convenience? And if necessary or
convenient, for what and whose
purposes? Is it perhaps that
these substances are utilized so
carelessly primarily because a
small number of people make big
profits from their use?...
Most of us do repeatedly

suspect this. We have learned
from costly experience to suspect
the oil companies, the drug
companies, the auto companies,
the supermarkets. But we are not
at all comfortable with this
suspicion. Superficially, it seems
to blame our problems on some
conspiracy of evil men. More
profoundly, and still more
discomforting, it blames our
problems on a capitalist system
of production, distribution and
consumption whose primary
function is to make profits,
rather than to satisfy meaningful
human needs.
Even to think this, and

particularly to say it aloud in this
confining atmosphere of pomp
and ritual, sounds so... so... well,
you know, so ideological. And,
isn't it supposed to!! Doesn't our
social and intellectual context
systematically operate to make
asking and pursuing fundamental
questions about the nature of
our own society seem
"ideological," seem beyond the
pale, seem perverse? Isn't it
brought home forcefully to us
that it is naive and utopian, if not
actually subversive, to even think
there might be a much better
way to organize our lives?

Aren't we somehow caught
between, on the one side, our
increasing, underdeveloped
intuition, forged from our own
experiences, that capitalism
really might be our main
problem, and , on the other, the
tidal force of our mass media,
our educational institutions, our
leaders, and our own internalized
beliefs and world view that tell

"No, capitalism is not the
problem. Capitalism is the
solution."...
How can we accept the truth

that our most powerful and
respectable industries produce

Dr. Pfeffer comments

goods and services effectively in
wilful disregard for their
probable consequences on our
people? And that our
government, which pretends to
serve us, repeatedly acts as if it
were captive to the very
industries that injure us? This is a
reality we must deny, for to
accept it is either to be forced
into total cynicism, or to feel,
and recognize as legitimate, an
outrage for which there are no
legitimate channels of expression.
How much more comforting,

then, than pursuing our
suspicions is it to believe the
half-truth that we are being
needlessly injured and sickened
only because of consequences
that neither were intended nor
anticipated. How much more
comforting to indiscriminately
attack bigness itself as the
source of our problems - big
government, big business,

I large-scale technology and social
organization. Today's fashionable
devil-incarnate becomes
bureaucracy and modern
technology, which admittedly
were developed by certain human
beings but allegedly today have
taken on a life of their own, and
are out of control.

It is a vision in which no one,
and no class of people, are to
blame. A vision is which we all
are caught up in a kind of
infernal machine, which grinds us
down and spits us out.

For those of us who do realize
that "bigness" was not ordained
on some technological and
organizational Mt. Olympus and
who, nonetheless, continue to
believe that bigness is the

'problem, the answer to bigness
with all its impersonality and
unresponsiveness to human
needs, is quite naturally,

smallness: "Small," they say, "is
beautiful." It is an attractive
vision, this move to retrench,
simplify and decentralize, not
)nly because it carries a
,iecessary kernel of truth, but
also because it is fundamentally
unthreatening.

Absent from this vision is any
recognition of inherent class
conflict and exploitation as the
basic source of problems in our
social system. Absent is the
hfstofical consciousnesi that,
although capitalism began small,
emphasizing marketplace
competition and individual
initiative, everywhere on the
globe where capitalism advanced,
it necessarily developed into
mammoth monopoly and
oligopoly. Absent is the
consciousness that, having
supported capitalism throughout
its history, big government has
grown in tandem with big
business. Absent is the
recognition that our burgeoning
bureaucracies in and out of
government developed in
response to the needs and human
problems capitalism created but
would not and could not solve -
unemployment, social insecurity
in old age, world-wide wars, and
the like. So the attack on bigness
as such takes the symptom for
the disease, and is misplaced....

The delusive quality of the
attack on bigness is exemplified
in the history of America's
anti-trust efforts. On the face of
it, we have been ethically and
legally opposed to bigness in the
form of monopoly and oligopoly
at least since the Sherman Act of
1890. Despite such appearances,
we all know that the period since
has witnessed the growth of the
largest bucosinnte. ossn pcon. 7glomerations

by Chris Taylor by Chris Taylor
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Sponsored by the Office of Student Services

SATURDAY , OCTOBER 28

9:30 am - Noon Hospitality Coffee Hour in the Glass Pavilion of the Hopkins Union. Representatives of

the faculty and staff will be available for questions and discussion. Campus tours

will be offered.

9:30 am - 2 pm Book Center will be open - Gilman Hall

9:30 am Jewish Services will be held in Kosher Dining Hall.

10:15 am- 11:30 pm Typical Class - Your opportunity to sample,academia at Johns Hopkins University.

11:30 am - 1:00 pm Lunch will be available on a cash basis in the Union Rathskelktr, the Alumni Memorial

Residences Cafeteria and the Dorm Snack Bar.
Noon

1:30 pm

2:00 pm

SOCCER - JHU vs. Washington College

FOOTBALL - JHU vs. Moravian University

CROSS COUNTRY - JHU vs. Franklin & Marshall

4:30 pm - 9:00 pm Bull Roast in the Glass Pavilion and the Great Hall. Music by Bing Miller's Big Band.

BULL ROAST MENU
FEATU RiNg:

ChiNCOTEAqUE OYSTERS ON ThE hALF ShER

WIT!' TAN gy cockTAil SAUCE

piT ROASTEd ChOICE bEEE SUCEd TO ORdER

FRES111 gRittEd COUNTRY SAUSAgE

dEIUXE SA1Ad bAR

CRISp gREENS ANd ChOICE dRESSINqS

CREAM OYSTER STEW

bAR-b-QUE ON ROILS

bARREt CUREd SAIUERkRAUT WiTh kNockwuRsT

plus much much MORE!

7:30 pm & 10:00 pm Senior Class Film - Shaffer Hall - IN COLD BLOOD

AND Weekend Wonder Flix Shriver Hall - TURNING POINT.

8:00 pm

9:00 pm

10:30 pm - 1:30 am

Theater Hopkins in the Barn - "A Doll's House".

Freshman One Act in the Listening-Viewing Room feauring Woody Allen's play "God"

Entertainment in the Rat - Free for parents, featuring acoustical and folk music,

coffee house atmosphere. Beer, wine, cappuccino.

 SUNDAY , OCTOBER 29

10:00 am - 1:00 pm

10:00 am

10:30 am

11:00 am

Afternoon

A Pennsylvania Dutch Brunch in the Glass Pavilion sponsored by the Junior Class.

Sunday Mass - Rev. John Donahue - Shaffer I.

Episcopal Services - Conference Room A.

'Sunday Experience" in L.V. Room - Dr. Wickwire on "China Today: One Man's View".

Free time - Opportunity to explore the Homewwod Campus and the Baltimore area.

For further information, contact the Office of Student Services, Ext. 8208 & 8211.
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Appearance vs. Reality: Are We Being Duped?
cont. from p. 5

in the history of the world to
control our marketplaces, our
tastes, our leisure, our media -
our very lives. If the Justice
Department at times appears to
seriously enforce anti-trust
legislation, the reality of
enforcement proceedings
confirms in practice the
transcendence of our society's
commitment to big business. In,
for example, the seemingly
historic, still pending, case
against IBM, which was launched
during the Johnson
Administration, a decision is
expected sometime in the
mid-1980's By that time,
according to reliable, quoted
sources, it is expected that IBM
will have realigned its divisions
along the lines of General Motors
so as to make the government's
proposed remedy irrelevant.
The divergence of appearance

from reality is not limited, of
course, to these realms. It

infiltrates every aspect of our
lives. It includes the production,
distribution and consumption of
what we think. What then of the
role of social science in
penetrating reality? And, yes,
what of the role of the
university?

!he place to begin to answer
this question is with the
de-sanctification of the university
and of its professors. These halls
and those who reside on them
should not be hallowed.
Universities in the most basic
sense are like all other
institutions in our society, and
professors, likewise, like other
professionals. So, if already we
can see that, on the whole, our
congress, our courts, our
presidents, our doctors, our
architects, and our lawyers, for
example, primarily serve those
with wealth and power Ind, in
the bargain, serve themselves as
well, it should be easy to
understand that universities and

Mr. Jay Brodie - Director,
Housing and Community

Development - City of Baltimore

"THE FUTURE OF BALTIMORE:
PROTOTYPE FOR AN AMERICA,

URBAN RENAISSANCE"

Also "Baltimore on the Move"
multi-media presentation.

Oct. 22 - 11:00 a.m.

Levering Hall
Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins University

ASP' 

occlusive!
(‘O'he King" Returns to 23altimore

With His Loyal Short Subjects
'iambi Meets Godzilla"
"Thank You Masked Man"

0,rect•Cl by

PHILIPPE DE BROCA

ALAN BATES

GENEVIEVE BUJOLD

Student Admission Prices Honored
gt 7111 Climes With Troper

ti-flick 2 PIKESVILLE
1110 relaterstown road

Beltway Exit 20 South-653-1177

2, 4, 6, 8 & 10 PAL

social scientists are not exempt
from this same debasement.

The life of the mind cannot
exist without being fed by those
who control the food. And, on
the whole, universities and social
scientists do not bite the hands
that feed them. The production
of knowledge,like productions on
American TV, is inextricably
linked to capitalist production
and capitalist rule.

This is hardly unusual. The
realities of power and authority
in every society have decisively
shaped what is presumed to be
true, what can be recognized and
tolerated as true, and what truths
will be held most dear. These
power realities shape social
science in the U.S. into what it
predominantly is: fragmented,
over-specialized, jargonized fields
of thought, constructed on liberal
and capitalist assumptions about
the nature of human beings and
the nature of the world.
Established social scienc_.
therefore, is never neutral.

But it is not merely cyri.cal
self-interest that explains why
our social scientists do not help
us to understand the truth about
our society and our lives. Social
scientists, too, are creatures of
the daily lives they lead - of the
socialization, pre-professional
and professional, they have
undergone in eapitalist America.
They too are confounded by
appearances. Their consciousness,
too, is bounded by the limits of
their daily experience. And, for
the most part, the daily lives of
our professors and other social
scientists are strikingly isolated
from the daily lives of the
majority of our people - those
who toil in unrewarding, blue-
and lower white-collar jobs,
trying simply to get through the
day with some dignity. If
professors lived and worked like
factory workers, they might
think and write differently. But
their worlds are systematically
divided, if invisibly inter-related;
so what passes for social science
too rarely penetrates to the
essence of our people's reality.
Once we surrender the

protective sense of our own
uniqueness, we can apply a
universal truth to our own
institutions: throughout history
the dominant institutions in
every society, whatever their
claims to the contrary, have more
or less reinforced the existing,
limited social consciousness and
the accompanying
misperceptions of social reality.
Whether done in the name of a
high priest, or in the name of a

full professor, institutionally
revealed truths typically are
confining, misleading, and
self-serving.

The sad fact, then, is that our
major universities and our social
sciences, with all the endless
information they spew forth
about our social reality, do not
help us much in understanding
why our lives are the way they
are, or what we must do to
change them for the better.

Fortunately, since we all live
in the concrete, material reality
of our own daily lives, a myriad
of unexceptional events impinge
upon our inherited consciousness
and confront the sophisticated
propaganda that everywhere
surrounds us. Our daily lives
threaten us with a provocative
confusion - an inability to
understand why what is
happening to us is happening.

people once looked with hope
for their futures, increasingly
have become only another place
to be credentialed, a holding
action. Universities are one other
place where we must compete for
official approval; one other place
where we must produce, not
think; one other place where we
must be disciplined to not break
ranks, not rock the boat.
The universities are one more

place where, if we learn social
truths, we learn them not
primarily because of what the
institution says to us, but
because of what it does to us.
And so, most of you graduates

may find that you leave this
university more with a sense of
relief at having gotten through,
and at moving on, than with a
sense of pride in having achieved
through your own struggles some
understanding of our reality. And

I I • „! • • I M Friday, Slav 24, 1971t

Heckled by parents

- Pfeffer offers parting shot
M %ILIUM AALGANIZ

To occasional heckling from the parent
seetion Rici.ard l'feffer, a political scion.
list who has been denied tenure, attacked
tire capitalist system yesterday at the
Johns Hopkins University's undergraduate
diploma ceremony

serve those with wealth and power," he
said

About halfway through the speech,
someone called out. "Get down off your
soap box," When Dr. Pfeffer described
commencements as "empty rituals."
someone shouted. 'That's not true" For a

Yesterday's other speaker was Adm
Rickover. who called on students t
purpose to their lives by striving f
celience and accepting responsibilit

The main Hopkins commeneeme
be this morning, again under the r

Many, if not most of us, sense
through our own lives, that
something is terribly wrong in
our society. We sense that it is
not just our leaders, about whom
we years ago became
unenthusiastic, but also our
public and our so-called
-private institutions that are
not "doing a job," except on us.
And if we are, most of us, still
intellectually confounded and
politicall:, immobilized, we also
are less illusioned than we ever
have been. That is why the
appearance of calm in the 1970's
hides a reality that is potentially
much more explosive than the
1960's.
The simple, increasingly

evident fact is our government,
our businesses, our universities,
our churches, and our families no
longer are able to solve our
problems - whether we are
working class or middle class.

Indeed, the structures of daily
life within which we have grown
to adulthood increasingly are
being disrupted and are
disintegrating.
The family increasingly is

characterized by intolerable
tension, alcoholism, divorce,
child-beating, and mental illness.
It cannot stand the strain our
money-making society has put on
it.
The universities, to which

<WEDNESDAY-NOON-5E1(1E5)
The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events presents

- "ON SPEAKING OUT: THE
WOMEN, CREATED BY IBSEN,
SHAW, SHAKESPEARE, AND

'OTHERS, SPEAK THEIR MINDS"
A lecture/demonstration with LAURI.ENE STRAUGHN PRATT,
Director, Theatre Hopkins and Actors form Theatre Hopkins

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25- 12 NOON
Garrett Room, MSE Library, Homewood Campus

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

so, most of you parents may
watch your children graduate
more with a sense of relief that
yet another credential has been
financed, than with a recognition
that your children while here
;have enhanced their
understanding of what, beyond
the accumulation of wealth and
privilege, is important to live
"the good life."

At the core, as we may
suspect, the educational process
and the university is not about
that noble search for truth,
enshrined in sundry mottoes.
Least of all is it about the search
for truth of itself, in relation to
its society - which is the
beginning of all truth.... .
As you graduate it will be up

to you, as it has been up to ) our
parents, to learn the truth for
yourselves. No institution in our
society will wittingly help you.
And it will be up to you, if you
can grasp the truth, to make
something of it, so that you and
your children will not have to
consume yout lives in
consumption - so that production
and society can exist to serve
human beings instead of the
other way around.

In conclusion, I wish only this
for you: that you can come to
understand how this system,
which has so shaped you,
functions; that, as you begin to
understand, you may feel and
express the outrage that this
society so richly deserves but so
successfully inhibits, diffuses and
suppresses; and that, as you
break through appearances and
the pacification that today
characterize America, with
discipline and a sense of what is
possible you allow your
understanding and your outrage
to shape your growth and your
actions.

In wishing this I am neither
optimistic nor pessimistic about
what you will make of your lives
and our world. You will do what
you feel you must, and
increasingly your choices are
being reduced.
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Tuition Hike Owns Faculty Slots
cont. from p. 1

number of undergraduates, by
SI00, then deducting the 20% of
the net revenues which Muller
announced last week would go
for student aid.
By adding the graduate

student revenues not supplied by
the government to those of the
undergraduates, $250,000
becomes available. Dividing
$33,000, the average faculty
compensation at JHU, into the
$250,000 shows that 7-8 faculty
members could be hired (or
rehired) with the net revenues.
The extra money should be

Staff Cuts

Contemplated
cont. from p. 1

Krueger emphasized that the
committee is dealing only with
Central Administration.
Academic administration and
such student services as the
Office of Admissions and the
Registrar's office are not
included in Central
Admisistration.

There are five men on the
committee. Krueger represents
Budget Operations. The rest of
the committee consists of:
Robert C. Bowie, Vice-President
for Finance and Managment:
Ross Jones, Vice-President foi
Institutional Affairs; Dr. Richard
Longaker, Provost; and Richard
Zdanis, Assistant Provost and
Vice -President for
Administration Services.

used to soften the effects of the
faculty cuts, Balassa said, adding
that the reductions contemplated
will hinder the University's
ability to provide the type of
instruction which the students
expect to receive.

Dr. Balassa stressed that this
problem is especially acute
because JHU's departments are
smaller than most of those of
comparable universities. When a
teacher leaves a small
department, that department
faces a period of uncertainty,
because finding a replacement is
often difficult.

Furthermore, according to Dr.
Balassa, young prospective
faculty who want colleagues with
whom they can exchange ideas
are less likely to be attracted to
small departments. Finally, he
said, prospective students are less
likely to come to a school with
small departments because of the
narrower range of courses that
are often offered.

Dr. Muller said that the extra

revenue will not necessarily be
used for faculty. "I don't like to
establish a direct relationship
between the size of the faculty
and faculty salaries on one hand,
and tuition on the other," he
said.

Instead, the additional money
will become part of the pool of
funds available for areas such as
the Library, and Administrative
activities that affect
undergraduates. The formulation
of next year's budget has not
progressed far enough to
determine any definite order of
priorities.

Figures calculated since the
committee's June meeting with
Muller reveal next year's tuition
in 1973-74 dollars is less than
that year's tuition bill of $3000.
This year's adjusted tuition is
$2772 and next year's will be
$2860.
Between 1973-74 and

1977-78, the tuition at twenty
major universities rose 40.7%
while Hopkin's bill rose only 25%.

Representative
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

to be on campus

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26

Graduate study information- all fields of

Letters, Arts & Sciences

Special emphasis on Natural Sciences

Contact Placement Bureau

How would Freud
relate to O'Keefe?

Cold. Yet warming.
Hearty. full-bodied flavor. Yet smooth and easy going down.
And. O'Keefe develops a big head on contact.
Conflict. Conflict. Trauma. Trauma. Freud.s diagnosis?
We think he would have said, • 'It's too good to gulp:. And you will. too.
In the final analysis.

Gob en Ale
It's tool good to gulp.

Imported from Canada by Century Importers, Inc., New York, NY

Ar MIMI 411 II

THE MILTON S. EISENHOWER SYMPOSIUM
PRESENTS

RETROSPECTIVEON THE SIXTIES:

FROM CAMELOTTO CHAOS

NORMAN
PODHORETZ

GEORGE

LEAdERship:

ThE
'PoliTics

REEDY

ANd
PREsidENcy'

'ON BEiNg
DERAdicAlizEd'

i
Paess Secnrnentany 1 RetaRg "n6eR PResh5ent
Johnson anO aatboa oc The

Twiliobt oc the PaesiOency

n  
Easitorz in Chiec oc Cor 

anO author oc Making It

MoNdAy,OCTObER 23 AT 4P.M. ThuRsdAy, OCTObER 26 AT 4P.M.

SHRIVER
AdmissioN is FREE ANd OPEN

HALL
TO ThE public
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THE SENIOR CLASS FILM SERIES PRESENTS...

A LINA WERTMULLER FILM FESTIVAL

ADMISSION: $1.50

Seven
Beauties

•

...that's what they call him.
11,111111S 61J11, Jr 10 61,111111111

%DMISSION: $1.50

3HAFFER 3

"Swept
Away:

FRIDAY, OCT. 20
7 & 11 P. M.

SATURDAY, OCT. 21
9 P. M.

SUNDAY, OCT. 22
8 P. M.

SHAFFER 3

FRIDAY, OCT- 20 9 P. M.

SATURDAY, OCT. 21 7 & 11 P. M.

SUNDAY, OCT. 22 10 P. M.

a

-a

[g.
[g]

EFR Ejiro.01001Erg Rersomersame

Winner of 3 Academy Awards

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
VANESSA REDGRA • 13

BEST SUPPORTING •
JASON R0f3ARDS •

BEST ADAPTED SCREENPliOw
ALVIN SARGENT

"'Julia' is a gem. Fred Zinnemann has directed a
masterful movie. Jane Fonda in her finest role...
Vanessa Redgrave is glorious. Jason Robards
gives one of the year's most memorable
performances."

Shalo. titC--111

Friday & Saturday
October 20, 21 7:30 and 10:00 p.m.

Shriver Hall
Johns Hopkins University

Charles & 34th St.
338-8188 Sponsored by the

Office of the Chaplain

A

JUST

Pleasure

THE

ABOVE
DELICATESSEN

Dome

HOMEWOOD

31st

Llt Easy

STREET

& Filling Foods

3105 ST. PAUL ST.
Open Daily 9-9 467-7882 Open Sunday 9-5

"Baltimore's Best" BALTIMORE Magazineh— I
ALWAYS

HOT JUICY CORNED BEEF
SANDWICHES $ 1.49 EACH

FRIED CHICKEN PLATTERS
LEG or BREAST $ 1.29

, WITH DELICIOUS WESTERN FRIES i
ALWAYS HOT NEW YORK BAGELS

LOX — SMOKED FISH,

, SABLE PICKLED HERRING
, MEAT AND POTATO KNISHES ,
, DELICIOUS FRESHMADE SOUP i

. NATURAL FOOD DEPARTMENT

Admission $1.00
Friday, October 27

12:00 Midnight

AND COSTUME CONTEST1

Admission $1.50

for film &contest

Saturday, October 28 t'

12:00 Midnight

1st Place

2nd Place

Grand Prize

Best Costume from a character in the film "Rocky r_. 1
Horror Picture Show". Prize includes $25, Case of
Beer, Rocky Horror Album, Free Admission to see  
"Rocky Horror Horror Picture Show".

rff 
Second Best Costume from a character in "Rockyrg._

Horror Picture Show". Prize includes $15, Case of
Beer, Free Admission to see "Rocky Horror Picture [-g
Show".

-a

roi
Best Halloween Costume of all perticipants. Prizei 

includes $50, Case of Beer, Free Admission to LEU

"Rocky Horror Picture Show".

411 participants must register before Oct. 27. Call 338-8188 for details.
The Johns Hopkins University, Charles & 34th Sts., Halt., Md.
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1The Return of The Roaring Twenties

liCA$
%%%%%%%%% At Sitrni No)
t 21111 N. Charlcs St.
, Saturday Itt 11 chCC u.rn. t
%
04 t
%Pina Coladas--.,Beer --Screwdrivers q
1 1
1 A Case of HEINEKEN 111 11 for the best gambler! 11 I11 AILUISSICON: JCc q
1 11
1 all urccccds tc Pq

11'V FicrUhns Ictcrill lorcicct
I 11 11 . 11 wc'tc tcuna vitt, A
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..........-c ,A,A,..........................4
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WANT To 
ENTERTAiN Us?

SEIECTIONS FOR ThE
RATIISkEttAR COMMITTEE
(3 members and Chairman)

DUTIES iNCLUdE PROgRAMMINq

ENTERTAiNMENT IN

ThE RAThSkERAR

Sign up in the Student Activities Office,

Levering Hall by Friday, October 27th

The New Arnbaosla
SIOewalk Barret

-MENU

MonOag, 10/23

Marzinateo Flank Steak

TuesOag, 10/24 Deli Ba.pret

(pastaarni, coaneo beef, barn)

WecInesOag, 10/25 Caepes

(meat anO sweet)

ThaasOag, 10/26 CaRoecl Beec

FrtiOag, 10/27 Deli Baccet

(pastaarni, corzneO beec, barn)

(in the Rathskeller)

Serving Lunch

1E30 Co 2:00 p.m.

It's About Time in the Rat

Tonight: 1/2 price beer

(from 9-10 p.m.) *

Saturday Afternoon in the Rat:

exclusive radio coverage

'Jays vs. Georgetown'

'free raunchiest

Henceforth

Now on Tap:

STROHS and NATURAL LIGHT

Canned beer is back:

• MICHELOB
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LETTERS, MORE LETTERS
cont. from p. 4

understanding of himself and his
classmates ranks equally, or
above, his understanding of the
material." What does this
so-called "invasion" extend to3/4
According to Mr. Arcure, the
uneducated entered the
decision-making process in the
Sixties. The mass (granted that
"masses" are not too educated)
of "revolutionaires" in the
Sixties were highly educated people,
who wished to avoid the Vietnam
war, the dominance of their parents,,
who had a desire to change the
elite structure of higher
education, among other things.
Surely Mr. Arcure is not thinking
of the student disturbances in
Cornell and Berkelely as an
example of how the "uneducated
entered the decision-making
process" in higher education?

To point out all the errors in Mr.
Arcure's essay is a task that
would require an essay as big as
his. Since Mr. Arcure wishes to
be precise and accurate, one may
point out that a Classical
Education did not consist of
"History, Philosophy, Languages,
Literature, Mathematics, Science
and Art," as Mr. Arcure seems to
think. A classical education
consisted of the Seven Liberal
Arts (Arts of Language and
Number), which were Grammar,
Rhetoric, Logic, Arithmatic
Geometry, Music, and
Astronomy. Science and Art in
themselves encompass every
subject in the Humanities, Social
Sciences, Natural Sciences, and
Quantitative Sciences. In
addition to the Seven Liberal
Arts students were required to
take Latin and Greek (and
sometimes theology).

As Mr. Arcure himself says,
"what need is there to defend as
large and prestigious an
institution as Johns Hopkins?"
Mr. Arcure condemns those
critics who are prejudiced and
present as unrealistic picture of
the state of higher education in
America, especially with
reference to Johns Hopkins. Yet,
Mr. Arcure himself sounds and
behaves like one of those critics.
Needless to say, one can do
without emotional outbursts,
such as Mr. Arcure's essay, in the
future.

Yours sincerely,
Vinay Lal

To the Editor:

The News-Letter of October

IIIII7IIII

TYPING SERVICE
TERM • pApEas, ThEsEs,

dissERTATioNs

SPECIALTY:
DISSERTATIONS

EXpERTty pREpAREd

WiTill CARE ANd

ENTItUSiASM.

STRICT ATTENTION TO

FORM ANd dETAit.

13,1978 included an editorial
which criticized the "indolent
knaves" of the Student Council
for not meeting for two weeks.
Please be informed that:
1)The S.C. did not met on
October 4, 1978 due to the
Career Advising Week activites of
the evening.
2) The S.C. postponed its
October 11 meeting (rescheduled
for October 16) in respect for
those Jewish Council members
who were observing the Jewish
High Holy day of Yom Kippur.

Thank-you
Monroe Zeffert

Senior Class President

To the Editor and Mr. Wile:

Sorry Dan, your comments on
the Chaplain's office hold
absolutely no water this time. An

ecumenical religious institution'
such as the Chaplain's office
finds that it can best serve the
spiritual needs of its constituency
by addressing pressing and
clear-cut moral issues that should
be of interest to all people,
religious or non-religious, who
express concern for their fellow
man. Sincere concern requires
activity. One of the primary
activities of the Chaplain's office
is to provide sources of
information and various
alternative views on issues
concerning human rights. Not
surprisingly, a special effort is
made to provide a platform for
the victims of persecution or
repression whose views, for
whatever reason, are distorted or
not heard in the commercial
media. I might add that I have
yet to attend a forum sponsored

cont. on 16

Acronymic Groups Play
Game Of\Can You Top ThisI
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)--The
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) is trying
to take science fiction off
television and the movie screen,
and put it back where it belongs:
in space.

Specifically, this week NASA
is asking Congress for $14 million
over the next seven years to go
looking for signs of
extraterrestrial intelligence in the
heavens. NASA has, in fact, tried
searching before. Its efforts
failed, it says, because its radio
signals were aimed at only
selected starts, and on selected
frequencies. This time NASA
wants an all-skies, all-signal
program. It also wants to build
the equipment to de-code any
signals from space that might be
headed in earth's direction.

NEW YORK, NY (CPS)--A fire
drill has led to a suit over
students' right to privacy. The
New York Civil Liberties Union
(NYCLU) announced it is sueing
the New York City school board
because it allowed its agents to
conduct a strip search of a female
student who didn't participate in
a fire drill.

Rather than follow her
classmates outside during a fire
drill, an unnamed female high
school student chose to simply
stay alone in her room. But when
she was discovered by school
authorities, she was, according to
the NYCLU, immediately
strip-searched, and then
suspended for five days without
hearing or explanation.

••••
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TWO VIEWS OF THE HC
AN ENqLiSh MAjOR PONdERS

at illE QuEsTioN,"Why Did ThE

PRE-MEd CROSS ThE ROAd?"
Once I was in Cherry Hill, New, Jersey, though I still

don't know why. Wearing my best blue jeans and my
crummiest Johns Hopkins University t-shirt, I walked
down a leaf-strewn avenue when suddenly I was
approached by a man resembling Quasimodo. That is, he
was hunched over in apparent pain. His facial features
were only mildly twisted, and his hair was, for the most
part, combed. Not a bad-looking fellow actually. Sort of
reminded me of Derwood Kirby. And Quasimodo.

I stopped, shocked, for one rarely sees such sights, even
in New Jersey. Derwood Quasimodo desperately grabbed
the front of my shirt and between agonized gasps,
muttered, "You go to Hopkins?"
"Yes."
"Oh, thank God! Please," he stammered, pathetically

drooling onto my Ked All-Stars, "what's the best thing
for a backache?"
Furious, I yanked his boney claws out of my chest,

yelling, "I'm an English major!" The helpless, gurgling
hulk tumbled into a wrinkled heap in the gutter as I
stalked away.

I had barely walked a block before guilt grabbed me,
and sent me hurrying back to the poor slob. I took out a
pad of paper, wrote him a prescription for Darvocet, and
stuck it in his hand. From the gutter I heard a quiet,

sibilant, "Thank you." He then clambered to his feet and
shambled off, undoubtedly in the direction of the nearest
apothecary.

The point of that story (parts of which, I admit, were
slightly exaggerated) should be all too obvious to anyone
attending Hopkins. The reputation of the university is
based on the pre-medical program. Of course, the
engineering department also gets a lot of press, but let's
face it: that cassette-recorder-carrying,
anti-social-whirling, fashion-unconscious Hermit of
Remsen 103, the pre-med, is Numero Uno, El Supremo,

King of the Campus. Time magazine writes articles about
him, and takes his picture. Shiny new research centers are

built for his benefit. Hopkins was made for him, just as

Eden was made for that snakey little devil named Satan.

So it's not such a big mystery why some old lady, upon
hearing where you partake your education, should tell

you about the periodic spasms she gets between her toes.

4C

Y
 

I don't seriously mean to paint a negative picture of all
pre-med students. In fact, I'm told that most of them are
indeed capable of normal motor functions, such as
walking, waving hello, and licking envelopes. Nevertheless,
poking fun at this motley bunch of future golf amateurs is
a time-honored Homewood tradition.

In 1935, Dr. John Rathbone Oliver, a professor of biology
at Hopkins, wrote a book which boasted the pithy title,
The Ordinary Problems of Everyday People. (Those
suspicious souls who question my ability to tell the truth
can find this book in the Eisenhower Library, call number
BJ 1581 .0 48.) Sounding like a cross between Mr. Chips
and Joyce Brothers, Dr. Oliver comments upon the youth
of Depression America and such topics as sex, hygiene,
and education. Perhaps the most interesting chapter is the
one called, "Pre-Medical." I quote directly from the good
doctor's text:
"Nowadays if a man wants to become a physician, he

has to begin being one in his freshman year. And for the
next four years he is - God save the mark! - 'pre-med.'
This means that his courses are more or less prescribed -
all of them are science courses, with perhaps one language
course thrown in - biology, inorganic and organic
chemistry, physics, comparative anatomy. He gets no
general cultivation in Litterae Humaniores. He does not
even know what they mean... His mind is a mass of
formulae, filled with test tubes and notes on experiments,
with plans of pig embryos and the epigenetic intricacies of
the frog...
"Year by year I watch the 'pre-med' develop. By the

time he has completed the courses which are absolutely
necessary for him if he is to gain admission to any good
medical school, he is science-fed and bred. He knows
nothing else. He has been shown nothing else. He has
become the grossest of gross materialists, to whom
anything beyond the reach of his senses, his microscope,
and his Bunsen burner is riot only anathema, but also
utterly incomprehensible...
"Many misguided youths who want to study medicine

imagine that if they come to Hopkins for four years of
undergraduate work, they will be sure of admission to the

Johns Hopkins Medical School. Alas for many 'pre-med'
disappointments!...
"The persistence of the 'pre-med' in search of a medical

school is remarkable. If he finds no American school
willing to take him, he will pack up and go abroad. This
continually increasing stream of medical students who
have been rejected at home and who seek a medical
education all the way from London and Edinburgh to
Czechoslovakia and Soviet Russia proves clearly that there
are more 'pre-meds' than there are places in our medical
schools."
Some things never change, do they?
Dr. Oliver adds in a later paragraph, "I do my best in

my lectures, when I am talking about medicine as a career
and the mental traits that go into the making of a good
physician, to emphasize the length of medical training,

the slowness of advancement, the lack of any very great
financial reward." In the Library's copy of the- book,

some outraged reader underlined "lack of any very great

financial reward," and scribbled in the margin, "Is he

kidding?"

Maybe we mock pre-meds for the same reasons anyone

resorts to mockery: fear, awe, the realization, albeit

subconscious, that we are the inferior ones. Could these

really be the motives behind our put-downs of the

pre-med? Are we afraid of the power and prestige he

carries on and off campus? Are we in awe of his technical

skills, his dedication, his vast understanding of nature's

•

by
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inscrutable whims and laws?
majors, "the inferior ones"?

As Mona Lisa said to Leonardo, "Don't make Inc
laugh!"

Besides, we mean no harm when we make the "throat"
• the butt of our good-natured scorn. We're only joking,

right? By the way, why did the pre-med cross the road?
Because it was required.

I don't suppose pre-meds tell Art History major jokes,
or International Studies major jokes, or English major
jokes. I wouldn't mind if they did. After all, fair is fair.
But, if such jokes existed, they would most likely lack the
mirthful malice of our barbs at pre-meds. They'd
probably be like Toronto Blue Jay jokes: sad, pointless,
and, yes, cruel. I also don't suppose that someday,
outfitted again in a Hopkins t-shirt, I'll be accosted by a
rabid tweed—bedecked loon begging me on his hands and
knees to compare Shakespeare and Marlowe for him.

Are we, fellow non-science

It might be fitting, and a nice gesture to boot, to close
with some complimentary remarks on our friend, the
pre-med. But if you think I'm going to be the one to
make them, you're crazy. Take it away, Doc Oliver:
"By and large. the pre-medical student, as I have

known him, is a very decent sort. He may have no liking
for English verse, he may know nothing about art and less
about music, he may, so far as the Litterae Humaniores
are concerned, be an utter barbarian. But he has his good
points. He will spend happy hours with the lowest forms
of life, with animalculae and single cells... The 'pre-med' is
going to be a doctor. The mere idea is enough to set him
far above other men. And so I like him. I think I might
almost love him if he did not insist on dissecting dead cats
in his room and then leaving the cadaver in the closet with
his clothes and forgetting all about it."

High is the price of love. Alas for many pre-med
disappointments!

a
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Two WOMEN PONdER ThE
OUESTiON, "CAN A Gild FiNd
HAppiNEss AT Disco Niqhf?"

Want a date for Thursday night? How about a warm body

next to you in bed, dozens of dancing partners, music to

make your head spin, pitchers of lukewarm sustenance 'til

you can't tell if you're with a beautiful chick or a frog?

Or maybe just an escape from your Organic book? Try
the place below the Glass Pavilion.
In addition to the above cited allures, there's the
universal hope of meeting someone who'll bag the games
and be more sincere than the average Hoppie
acquaintance. Unrealistic? Maybe. But the dream
flounders on.

So who goes to the Rat? Here's a brief (yet helpful)
glossary to assist you in finding your type and those of
your fellow "animals." •
Beautifid People: the socialites who hang around the bar,
beer in hand, watching the dancers, and engaging in trite
yet witty one-liners.
Damies: generally: distinguished by their
jeans chic; a little ,L o o "normal" for the Hopkins
crowd; like Dr. Pepper, so misunderstood.
Frat Brothers: that menagerie of ATO and TEP beasties
which specializes in pick-ups, power ploys, partying, and
close encounters of the Animal House kind.
Goucherettes: (see PREPPY) these nymphettes arrive clad
in docksiders, khakis, and the inevitable sweater around
the neck; the real thing can also be spotted wearing an
obvious amount of make-up, with a center part and
frosted wings in her medium-length hair.
Hopkins Girls: reputedly hard to get into the sack - and
even harder to get rid of once there.
Nerds: arrive from Hutzler on the 10:32 and depart

promptly on the 11:32; some go to watch the tube,

others to display their beer-guzzling prowess to the other

nerds; they don't dance, loiter around the bar area, or

create a disturbance; quite harmless - except when exam

time rolls around.
Pseudo-Disco Kings: there to strut their stuff; wear silk

shirts; constantly popping aspirin to lower their disco

fever; actually, they're Long Island Dance Studio

drop-outs.
And then there's everyone else.
So what does "every one else" do? "Every one" comes to

the Rat to meet people, but not everyone has the nerve to

take that risky first move. So they come. And watch.

On Thursday nights the Rat's back rooms are crowded

with groups of three or four guys staring at their pitcher

of brew, sizing up a nymphette or two, and then returning

to the beer. "C'mon, Steve, get up and talk to her. I think

she's looking at you." But before Steve can discern

whether the girl is really looking at him, he glances one

last time at the beer. And then - she has disappeared. But

the pitcher remains, old faithful friend. Many Ratgoers

are like this: wishing they could find someone and give up

the Watching life but, at the same time, too afraid to

detach themselves from the womb's safe stupor.

But Watchers are not only male. Our fellow females often

cluster in three's and four's wondering whether they have

caught the eye of any of the guys. "I can't eat any more

of this pizza." "OK, so leave it. Maybe we'll eat it later."

But the night drags on, and they stop talking and start

looking at their watches. "My necklace isn't twisted, is

it?"No, I don't think so." "Oh."

But not everyone takes Thursday night at the Rat sitting

down. Clumps of fraternity brothers cluster in the

backrooms grunting, pushing, and proving to everyone

that they are enjoying themselves the way real men do.

Some of the bolder ones clog the passages from room to

room actively ogling the occasional unattached female

passing through. "Hi." "Hi." She disappears into the

crowd. "What a piece." "Nice tits."

Similar Watchers lounge around the periphery of the

ance floor or near the bar. One girl is leanin against a

pole with a pleasantly bored expression on her face. "Hi,
how are you?" asks an acquaintance. "OK." "Are you
having a good time?" "Yeah, I guess so." with that
fatigued smile Watchers often wear.

Naturally, not everyone who goes to the Rat is a watcher.
If this were true, the place could not have come by its
reputation as a meat market so easily. Apparently, some
people take risks.
He glances at her, and she doesn't look away. Could it
be? Could this night be a little less lonely than the last?
(guy approaches girl, seated alone)
He: Mind if I join you? (cute ass; probably a Goucher girl;

but why is she alone?)
She: No, go right ahead. (I hope this guy doesn't leave as

soon as the last one did.)
He: where do you go to school? (What a boring question.)
She: Goucher. (I hope he hasn't pre-judged me by now.)
He: Do you come here often? (God, it's hot in here.)
She: Not really. (Where the hell else would I go?)
He: What's your major? (This is beginning to sound like
Twenty Questions.)
She: English. (I should have said drama; it sound more
exotic)
He: Oh, yeah? What year are you in? (I hope she's a
freshman, it'll be so much easier if she is)
She: Soph. How about -you? (I bet he hopes I was a
freshman. He probably can't think of anything else to
say.)

He. Junior. (I hope she doesn't want to talk all evening.)

SILENCE

He: Like disco music? (I hope it looks like I have better
taste in music than that!)
She: Not really - although it's great for dancing. (I hope
he doesn't ask me to dance. I always get twisted up.)
He: Wanna dance? (Why don't they ever play anything
slow?)
She: Well.., why don't we talk a while'? (On closer
inspection, he's not as cute as I thought.)
He: (Jesus, a conversation with her! Mission Impossible!)
Would you like something to drink? (I've got lotsa stuff in
Wolman - if I can get her there.)
She: Sure. (Maybe I should get out of this before it's too
late.)
He: Do you like beer? Or I could get a pitcher of Sangria?
(Hopefully, the bar will be crowded, and we'll have to go
somewhere else.)
She: Sounds great - the Sangria, that is. (I wonder what
I'm getting myself into.)
He: Wanta come on up to the bar? (I can't lose her now.)
She: Ok. (Too late to turn back. I may as well - why
not?)
Maybe the problem with disco night is that the players

become entangled in their own elaborate games. What if

everyone were honest?
Person 1: Hey, you're cute. Would you like to make it
with me tonight?
Person 2: Well, give me a few minutes to think it over.
HMMMM...You're not bad looking, but I have a lot of
work to do tomorrow, and I don't want to spend the
whole day catching up on my sleep.
Person 1: Sure, I understand. How about a quick lay - an
hour, tops - and then you can go home and get some rest?
Person 2: Good idea. Your place or mine?
At disco night guys are expected to assume the awesome
burden of the first move. But what if it were the other
way around?
She: Hi.
He: Hello.
She Come here often?
He Occasionally.
She: What's your major?
He: Psych.
She: Oh? I'm in Natural Science.
He: You mean you're a pre-med?
She: Well, I'm not sure yet. I've only applied to twelve-
medical schools so far.
He: You're a senior?
She: Yeah. How about you?
He: I'm a freshman.
She: Can I get you a beer'?
He: No thanks I don't drink.
She: Well, it's kind of hot in here. Let's go outside.
He: Oh, I just remembered that I have to look for my
friend. I'll be right back.
She: Burned again.
One of the major causes of the Rat's comm ni cation
breakdown is the noise. The music is intentionally loud
enough to drown out all but the most hardy conversation
and drive the more complex verbiage onto the back room
tables where more subtle games can be enjoyed. Yet on
the dance floor words are unnecessary. Body langirige
says it all. Below, a typical dance floor conversation:
He: Do you wanna dance?
She: What?
He: I said: DO YOU WANNA DANCE?
She: Sure.
He: What?
She OK!!
He: Bump
She :Grind
He: BumpGrind
She: GrindBump
He: BumpBumpgriiind....
She: GrindBuMPbummbummbummP
He: BumpgrINDind bumpbumpbumpGRIND!!!
She: GrindbUMPumpgrindgrindgrindBUMP!!!
He: You dance well.
She What?
He: Do you wanna take a walk outside?
She Let's go outside. I can't hear you.

All fairy tales have morals - even this one.
Q: Let's sit down and talk. What can we do about the
Rat? I mean, how can we create an atmosphere that
allows people to communicate instead of play games?
A: Is this some kind of interview?
Q: well, yes....
A: Ok. I would say that the Rat should be torn down and
a bright, beautiful, well-lit horticultural garden be put in
its place. Only then could men and women truly know
each other as friends and fulfill each other's emotional,
intellectual, and spiritual needs.
Q: I'm sorry, but this music is so loud that I couLlet heal
you. Do you want to talk outside? (Pretty girl; will go
well with my apartment.)
A: I'd really like to, but I have to look for my friend...

ied
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THE INQUIRING
PHOTOGRAPHER
If you could hold any position here

on the J.H.U. campus, which one

would you choose, and why?

photos by Sue Hooper

CAROL HUBER

A graduate; so

that I can get out

of here sooner!

JACKIE BERSHAR & ADDIE PAVSEK:

Campus dogs; because they have the

best life and they're loved by all.

TODD SIDER:

President, so that

I could have an

eternal tan!

.-4r •
MIKE GOLD: Pre-Med Head Advisor;
so that I can be on the other side and
watch everyone else beg.!

PAT GATLING:

President of the

Board of Trustees;,-

"he who holds

the pocketbook...";

BARNEY FIELDS: Arnette of Servomation;
so that I could stop all the freshman girls

from getting fat!

TERRI HAACKE:

Jerry Schneidman!

GEORGE PETROSSIAN: Mr. Jaeger of

Organic Lab; so that I could watch

people crumble (evil laugh!)

Science marches on....

Electron Scope

Reveals World

Inside Atoms
BY PAUL A. BERCHIELLI

Unkown to many at this university, there resides in the
dark recesses of Latrobe Hall's basement one of man's
most powerful weapons in the struggle to understand such
basic riddles as the structure of life and matter itself. It is
the Biophysics Department's Scanning Transmission
Electron Microscope, one of only three in the country
with similar capabilities. Entering the small office where
its gleaming stainless steel cylinders and attendant
electronic equipment are kept, one is surrounded by
images of a new world -- a world which only a few years
ago existed only in theory and metaphor; a world of
DNA molecules, mercury atoms, and atomic motions.

Built between 1971 and 1974 on a proposal by
Department Chairman Michael Beer and a grant from the
National Institute of Health, the microscope differs from
other electron microscopes in that it scans its specimens
with a concentrated electron beam. A picture is put
together much as in a television camera; only then it is
reduced to a set of mathematical data bits which can be
manipulated by a computer. More conventional electron
microscopes work much like light microscopes, focusing
elctron beams with electromagnetic "lenses."

As Dr. Wendell Wiggins, the instrument's overseer,
states, "It's more complicated to build an image this
way." But for many reasons, it's worth it. One has more
control over the electrons interacting with the specimen.
There is no need to mechanically "focus" the electrons
into an image. Other advantages arise from some of
electron microscopy's more nagging problems.

Unlike most images formed by light microscopes, the
electron microscope image requires abstract
intellectualization to understand. Just like trying to learn
something about a golf ball in a dark room by firing
beebees at it, it is hard to tell how much of what one
"sees" is the direct result of the "looking." "There is
great difficulty in interpreting the images," comments
Wiggins. "They don't do much for you to just look at
them." For clarification, a compact and efficient PDP-11
computer is used to manipulate the picture data until
useful pictures can be printed from it. Much the same
kind of operation is used in processing the pictures from
the Mars probes.
When the machine started reliable operation in 1976,

the theoretical lower limit of the microscope's seeing
power was rated at 3 angstroms, or about the size of
larger atoms. Presently, only images about nine times that
size can be clearly discerned due to the fact that, unlike
atoms firmly attached to a larger molecule, most atoms
"just don't stay put" while one is looking at them. This
has been a major problem in protein and DNA research
where it is important to know the positions of artificially
attached, highly visible heavy element atoms in order to
deduce structure. Soon, however, a liquid helium stage
addition will allow researchers to "freeze" all molecular
motion and see the hitherto unseeable. When the addition
is finished, the Hopkins microscope, with this thermal
"stop-action" capability, will be unique in the country.

In the meantime, studying such problems as the
interaction of proteins with chromosome constituents
where the movement problem is not as crucial, Wiggins
and other are pushing back the frontiers of knowledge to
uncover such possibilities as the cure of congenital
diseases, and the design, modification, and possibly even
the creation of life. Currently funded by both the
National Institute of Health and the National Science
Foundation, the instrument's overseers are just now
proposing "large scale collaboration" with other
departments, labs and institutions which would extend
the microscope's usefulness beyond the confines of the
Biophysics Department. One can only guess at the
possibilities from there.

Meanwhile, the day-to-day challenges will go on for
researchers toiling in the musty obscurity of that Latrobe
Hall basement. Of the typical tribulations, Wiggins, with a
knowing smile, relates the following story: "(Sometimes)
we've had an image which we didn't think much of, but
after digesting it awhile began to appreciate it; or, on the
other hand, thought it was marvelous until we thought
about it awhile and discovered it wasn't so hot after all."
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7000 TIMES!

The Hopkins

News Letter

AREAS FiNEST

hAIRCUTTINq

by ROSE gOicIMAN

bENNy NAThEWiTCIII

EitEEN qwird

3333 N. ChAR1ES

NEXT TO WOIMAN

hat

AIL FOR AppOINTMENTS: 338-1126

IF YOU'VE SAID IT ONCE,
YOU'VE SAID IT 7000 TIMES

IN THE HOPKINS NEWS-LETTER.

FOR INFORMATION ON
ADVERTISING, CALL 338-7647 ON

TUESDAY OR WEDNESDAY, 1 TO 5 PM
AND ASK FOR PHIL OR ELLIOT.

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative
will be on the campus

MONDAY

OCTOBER 23, 1978

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

PLACEMENT OFFICE

GARLAND HALL

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

PAID
RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers needed to participate in a vaccine research study at the Center for
Vaccine Development, University of Maryland School of Medicine (Baltimore). Two
part study:

1) Outpatient - month of November, two short out-patient visits a week to
University Hospital for 4 weeks to receive vaccine. (paid approximately

S155.00 for completition)

2) Inpatient - 14 days (Jan. 2 through Jan. 16, 1979) in dormatory-like ward at

University Hospital (paid approximately $350,00).

For rompletition of both parts of study approximately $500.00.

Studies are part of ongoing studies of Cholera vaccine at the Center for Vaccine
Development. All volunteers must be in good health and at least 18 years of age.

Accepting volunteers now. For more information about this and other studies call

528-5328 as soon as possible.

The Johns Hopkins University

Office of Special Events presents

A Lecture/Workshop

"PROBLEMS IEN
DAILY LIVING"
An illustrated lecture by

Valerie Lankford, MA., Transactional
Educator and Clinician

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20- 8:00 p.m.
Garrett Room, Library
J.H.U. Homewood Campus

TICKETS: $5.00 Regular Admission; $4.00 Full-time students and Senior
Citizens with ID (limited to the first 85 people who purchase tickets).
Tickets are available at the Office of Special Events, Shriver Hall, orily!

Elizabeth Clare Prophet
God's Messenger to the People sent by Saint Germain

Free
to
All

Oct. 20
Fri. 7pm
The Lord Baltimore Hotel

Grand Ballroom
Baltimore & Hanover St

Baltimore

"I'm Stumping for the Coming Revolution
in Higher Consciousness!"

FIND OUT your role in the Coming Revolution and what it has to do with the
eternal quest for the Holy Grail and Camelot, the once and future mystery
school, now reestablished in Malibu, California

LEARN how to balance your karma and free your soul through the fiery baptism
of the Holy Spirit and the violet flame Come into the guru-chela relationship
with Jesus, Maitreya, Gautama, the World Mother, and the real adepts
of East and West—the ascended masters.

EXPERIEACE LIGHT with songs, meditations, visualizations, and multirnod4a
slide shows Challenge the darkness in America and the nations by the fight
of God within you through the science of the spoken Word

For more information call (202) 882-1900 Sponsored by Summit universt,

Nib
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More Letter
cont. from p. 11

or co-sponsored by the
Chaplain's office that did not
provide plenty of opportunity
for discussion. The chaplain's
office works with other
organizations in part because its
small staff is chronically
overworked.

It is vital to the very existence
of the Chaplain's office that it be
free from the control of the
bureaucracy in Garland Hall. The
administration has interests of its
own, which do not always
coincide with a truely moral
position. The Chaplain's office
does not interfere with the
workings of the administrative
bereaucracy. It, in turn, must be
free from interference to
maintain its integrity as an
independant moral and religious
institution.
What would you have, Dan? A

Chaplain's office that does no
more than provide a bare room
for silent meditation, and that
under the watchful eye of the
administration?

Finally, I would suggest that it
• is Chaplain Wickwire, whose deep
respect from the city of
Baltimore is well deserved, arid

1

the Chaplain's office that add
more esteem to the university as
a whole than the other way
around.

Jackie Coolidge

To the Editor:

This letter is sent to respond
to your brief article on the
yearbook. If any blame for lack
of organization or lateness in
production should have been
mentioned, it would have rightly
been directed to myself, for I am
and was responsible. I think the
article's emphasis on accusing
everyone and making it seem as if
I accused everyone is, to say the
least, deceiving.

If the News-Letter felt a
need to single out individuals it
would have been easier to
swallow if the facts were
reported with accuracy. In
particular, your treatment of
Harvey Serota was unfair. He did
not use, or spend $700, nor did
he produce only 50 photographs
and just leave. The photography
committee throughout the year
approached using that sum of
money, while completing only 50

 AEI 

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

The following companies are coming to campus to recruit Graduate
students for employment during the remainder of the month:

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP. 10/31
GENERAL RESEARCH CORP. 10/31

Those interested in both Graduate and Undergraduate students are:

PROCTER & GAMBLE[ 10/25
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 10/30

Any students interested in speaking with the representatives from these

LLcompanies, please come by to the Placement Bureau and sign up for ani Rm. 135 Garland Hall.

•
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photographs.
No one member of the

yearbook committee was
completely responsible, but
rather the whole committee did
not accomplish what it set out to
do.

Bill Laufer
Editor

1978 Hullabalo

To the Editor,

I am writing in response to the
article entitled "Yearbook Nearly
Done After Year of Problems."
The News-Letter writers and
editors should verify their facts
before they print them as
slander. When I decided to join
the Hulabaloo staff in Feb. 1978
the yearbook was almost dead.
From what I gathered then there
hadn't been a meeting of the
staff in months. I met Bill
Laufer, Dogna Skoog, Dave
Fryburg and some business staff
individually. I was informed that
some deadlines had already gone
by and none had been met. I
pleaded with the editors to call a
meeting of the entire staff and
perhaps get the ball rolling. Bill

Wanted:
Public Managers
A PANEL ON GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

CAREERS

featurina representatives from:
Harvard's JFK School of Government
Yale School of Organization & Manag
Boston University School of Manag
Cornell Graduate School of Business

and Public Administartion

Seniors, Juniors, and Faculty from
all departments welcome.

THURSDAY, OCT. 26 at 11.30
a.m. Inquire at the Placement
Office, Garland Hall, J.H.U.

UNDERGRADS

DON'T BE USELESS!

Look into joining

your Student Council

Interviews will be one evening next
week. Drop by the S.C. Office or

call Bruce Smith, x8203 by Monday,

October 23rd if interested.

Thanks.

Lau fe.r and Dogna Skoog
eventually agreed to a time and
place. Only Skoog, Fryburg, a
few photographers and I showed
up. Skoog assured me that there
was a layout staff, but until June
I only heard names and never saw
one of their faces. At this
meeting, I informed Skoog that I
would join the staff to help with
the photography. At no time was
I photography editor. I agreed to
pick up film from the
photography store, distribute and
collect finished work from the
other photographers, and shoot
some pictures myself.
Subsequently, I went to the
yearbook darkroom and found it
in shambles, and proceeded to
straighten it up. I acquired
permission from the editors and
the business staff to stock the
darkroom with film, chemicals,
and a few basic tools. The total
amount I spent and signed for
was approximately $110.
Contact sheets of photographs
were given to Laufer but were
never returned marked "For
printing".
The yearbook had another

chance but Laufer and Skoog
failed to take advantage of it.
Late in February, a freelance
photographer of the Freshman
class showed me almost a
thousand of his personal

negatives covering all the events
of the university since Freshman
orientation. The Freelance
photographer told me he would
print up any of the negatives the
yearbook wanted in the now
refurbished darkroom. The .
copies of all these negatives
(contact sheets) were shown to
Laufer shortly after. Laufer told
me that the layout staff would go
over the contact sheets, mark the
suitable shots "For printing"
return them to me. It was the
end of May and neither Laufer
nor the so-called layout staff had
reviewed any of the available
photographs. Luafer had almost
1000 pictures available to him
and did nothing. With no pictures
being examined by Laufer and
marked "For printing" by the
end of May, I decided none
would ever be forthcoming. The
Freelance photographer left with
his negatives. The developing
equipment was left in the
darkroom. If the photographs
were marked from the contact
sheets they would have been
printed.

In the future, I would
appreciate that the
News-Letter be more sure of
its sources and suspicions before
it prints slander as fact.

sincerely,
Harvey Serota

INTERVIEWS
The following Graduate and Professional schools will be visiting Hopkins
during the coming weeks. All students who are interested in investigating the
possibility of attending these schools may come to the Placement Bureau,
located in 135 Garland Hall, to sign up for interviews. Catalogs from these
schools will be available at the Placement Bureau.

10/23 American Graduate School of International Management
10/23 University of Rochester School of Management
10/24 New York University School of Business

10/24 University of Denver School of Business
10/24 Georgia Institute of Technology School of Business
10/25 Columbia Graduate School of Business
10/26 University of Southern California -

---General Graduate School Information
10/26 Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs
10/26 Yale School of Organization and Management (Princeton)

10/26 Boston University School of Management
10/26 Cornell Graduate School of Business and Public Administration
10/26 John F. Kennedy School of Government (Harvard)
10/26 Babson College- MBA

10/27 Rutgers University General Graduate School Information
10/27 Washington University School of Business
10/27 Howard University General Graduate School Information
10/27 Boston University School of Law

DISCOVER
*RUTGERS

THE STATE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW JERSEY
Visit with our Representative

DATE: Friday—October 27
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

PLACE: Placement Bureau

140 diversified graduate and professional
programs are offered through

1 1 schools on three campuses(NEW BRUNSWICK, CAMDEN, &
NEWARK)

FELLOWSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS

INTERNSHIPS &

ASSISTANTSHIPS

are available on a competitive basis
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Welcome to...

HARD TIMES 1
k Monday - Football Nite. 1

1
1 All draft - 25‘ during game1
1 4Tuesday - Ladies Nite 1,

1 k1 All draft 25' 9-12p.m. q
plus Special on House Drinkk

k Wednesday - College Nite 1
1

All draft 25' 9-12 pm

k plus Special on House drink.1
274042 Huntington Ave. 2nd light off the 28th Street g
exit of the Jones Falls Expwy. Call: 243-1851

g ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM THE JHU CAMPUS

N-L
CLASSIFIEDS,
SPANISH LESSONS translations by
experienced native teachers. All levels.
366-2056.

HAIRCUTS - Shampoo & Cond.

$6.50 Pamper Yourself Salon,
'lrlyle Apts. 889-2859

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!

American. Foreign. No experience

required. Excellent pay. Worldwide

travel. Summer job or career. Send

$3.00 for information. SEAFAX„

Dept. G-9 Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362.

DATING!!! - The Eden Date is now
accepting (between Oct. 15 and
Oct. 27) applications for its dating
service between Hopkins, Goucher,

and Loyola. Enclose $8.00 and send

to Eden Date, c/o Spring Edits, Box

511. Baltimore, Md. Dates are

arranged at places of cultural

significance and places significantly

cultural.

CLERK TYPIST - Part-time or

full-time for small technical

placement office, located near

Villaye of Cross Keys. Call Micky

Binswanger, 433-6610 (9-5) or

323-8697 (evenings). Binswanger

Associates, 1190 W. Northern

Pkwy., Baltimore, Md. 21210.

ADDRESSERS WANTED

IMMEDIATELY! Work at home -

no eperience necessary - excellent

pay. Write American Service, 8350

Part, ..ane, Suite 127, Dallas, Tx.

752 ‘

PROFESSIONAL TYPING on IBM

Correcting Selectric. Call "Detra" at

837-9527 10am - 6pm.

LOST & SORELY MISSED: Black,

Male Poodle. Answers to name

"Pepper" Child's pet. Reward.

467-4608.

tit CLASSIFIEDS:
A SMALL PRICE FOR

A SOUND INVESTMENT.
CALL 338-7647 ON

TUESDAY OR WEDNESDAY
FROM 1 TO 5

TNERI A DIFFERENCE

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

BALTIMORE

243-1456

3121 St. Paul Street

Baltimore, MD. 21218

St. Paul Cleaners
32nd and St. Paul Streets

235-4413

EXPERT

Tailoring

Cleaning

Laundry

Leather

Repairing

Pressing

Suede

Shirts

FAST SERVICE!!!_

TYPING SERVICE
F LAWLESS TYPING of
dissertations, theses, papers,
etc. $ .75/Page. Also provide
complete proofreading, editing
& revision if desired. Free
pick-up & delivery of I
dissertations, theses & long
papers if nedded. Call STEVE
SAETZ 825-0855.

MOST
AMERICAN
AND FOREIGN
CARS

/THE\
PIT' 1Home of the

10 MINUTE
OIL CHANGE
OUR ONLY BUSINESS

WBE, OIL & FILTER
$995

TAX

FEATURING
PENNZOIL
101'11-40

MS FREE UNDERtf000 RUID CISICX

1025 WEST 41st ST. 235-6336
IBETWEEN FALLS ROAD & ROLAND AVENUE•mm

1/4 MILE WEST OF ROTUNDA MALL

'•:•:••-••••:.. Greetings from the N-L to Paul, Dr.& 7:Irs. K.,
Dana, Mr. & Mrs. 0., and Robin!!!

We
can't
dolt entry level opportunities now at CSC
w I th0 u are eansc yncul ompeerdoi au s 

of 
and     diverse 
communications

 as  an 

and computers, with systems rang-
ing from undersea to outer space.

Intensely challenging programs underway
• serve almost every branch of government, and

every corner of industry.

CSC

you

The Systems Division of Computer Sciences
Corporation has mounted the most aggressive
campus recruitment program in its history.

As a consequence of our growth, both in
types as well as magnitude of contracts, the

Unlike other large firms which concentrate on design, development, and
manufacture of computers and related hardware, CSC is entirely systems
oriented. Here you will find yourself in the unique position of creating software
for systems (which you will also be helping to create) out of your knowledge of
customer needs, and awareness of all of the hardware available, from any and
every manufacturing entity in the nation. Perhaps the world.
From the beginning, you will enjoy the career advantages that arise out of

CSC's stature as one of the largest information sciences companies in the world.
But you'll soon realize the value to you as an individual of the fact that CSC is not
a giant monolithic employer. Even within our fast growing Systems Division,
each operation and technical team maintains its own identity and individuality.
So you will enjoy greater visibility for all the good things you do.
Starting in Year Number One.
If your degree is in EE, Computer Sciences, or their equivalent, we'd like to

introduce you to people very much like yourself who have helped make CSC
the industry leader in software and computer-based systems.
We couldn't have gotten there without them... and we can't sLay

without you.

We'll be interviewing on campus
Tuesday, October 31st.

See your College Placement Office for details, or write Chris Pappas, Employment Manager.

WE AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIVISION
SCIENCES 6565 Arlington Boulevard Falls Church, VA 22046

CORF'ORATION Major Offices and Facilities Throughout the World

• 0.•10.11•410L14.4 Sin I •
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A Wedding 

Divorce Of Form And Content
liiiBY BRIAN BECKER

Since de Tocqueville wrote Democracy in America in
the 1830's, we have questioned how America would
create a stable system of customs and mores in a fluid,
everchanging, ethnically diverse country with a constantly
expanding frontier where everyone is parvenu and there
are no established traditions to cover even the simplest of
ceremonies. The forms we do have, we have borrowed
from our Europeanforebears, misshapen them to fit our
oft-times profane American style, and vulgarized them by
our excessive wealth till they have become devoid of the
awe and feeling that such rituals should have.
Our failure to bring this chaos into a cohesive order is

the theme of Robert Altman's latest movie, "A Wedding.'
Altman has discovered a formula for making serious films
that also do well at the box office. This has given almost
unlimited license to direct whatever he chooses, free from
the normal limitations that restrict most commercial
movie.making enterprises. At the same time, he is able to
attract top notch actors and actresses interested in making
serious cinema.
"A Wedding" continues in the tradition of the

wide-eyed criticism of American society that Altman did
so successfully in "Nashville." Both are organized along
the same basic set of principles; a certain paradigm is
chosen and scrupulously examined as a microcosm of the
society it inhabits. In "Nashville," it was that pop capital
of American country music; in this movie, it is the
ceremony and reception of a present day Midwestern
wedding.
The ceremony takes place in a majestic, expansive

cathedral with beautifully crafted mahogany pews and
stunning blue imported stained glass windows presided
over by a doddering bishop in full red vestments. The
predicament is immediately apparent as the camera
introduces us to the two families: on one side are the
red-headed, pale-skinned WASPs-- the bride Muffin (Amy
Stryker); her younger sister, Buffy (Mia Farrow); their
mother, Tulip (Carol Burnett)-- and on the other side are
the dark haired, swarthy-skinned Italian Catholics-- the
groom Dino (Desi Arnaz, Jr.), and his father (Vittorio
Gassman).Together they re-enact the archtypical
American ritual, the melding together of the races.
The tension in the movie, both dramatic and comic,

results from the fact that now, as a two hundred year-old

nation, we finally have the means to create form and
structure around our lives, but we are no longer

interested. Geraldine Chaplin, as a kind of hired mistress
of ceremonies and guardian of non-existing traditions, is
constantly being subverted in her efforts to impose order

on this happy chaos.
For example, the wedding present table is filled with

gifts of elegant porcelain, complete sets of lead crystal.

-.01•11111114

and silver candelabras. Yet the tableaux is ruined as some

eccentric socialist Aunt unveils her gift to the bride- a full

sized portrait of the bride standing topless against a

background of smoke-stacked factories. Another time,

Chaplin corrals all the young unmarrieds around the

staircase for the tossing of the bouquet. She carefully

leads Muffin up the stairs, stops her halfway, and instructs

her to toss the flowers. Down below, the vestal virgins

play hot potato with it- none relishing the role of being

the next to take her vows while giving up her precious

freedom- till it falls innocuously into the hands of Lauren

Hutton, who heads the movie team that is filming the

whole affair.
Not only is the form of the wedding being subverted,

but its substance as well. The American system of pairing,
what Professor Money terms the Virgin Bride and the
Double Standard, is no longer adequate to contain our
ever wandering passions. Before long, we learn that the
groom may have impregnated his wife's younger sister
Buffy, only to find that Buffy has been to bed with no
fewer than twenty other men in recent months. Buffy
speaks very little during the movie, but wears a sly
over-satiated grin that tells all. Chaplin cannotcontain her
passion for the bride. Even the bride's mother gets into
the action, succumbing to the insipid attestations of love

from an obese but lovable member (Pat McCormack) of
the groom's family.
The failure to perceive forms soon degrades into a

failure to perceive reality. When the matriarchal figure

(Lillian Gish) who presides in Faulkneresque fashion as

Dowager Queen over the whole household dies, she

continues to reign. People come in, congratulate her, and

ask her advice about the arrangements- all after she has

passed away. No one seems to notice. No one seems to
care. When someone finally discovers she is dead, they are
dumbfounded. What do you say? How do you tell the

family? These questions prove to be just too perplexing

and the decision is made to say nothing at all, while the
neurotic nurse is given the job of keeping up appearances.
Only through the whispering channels of gossip does word
of her death leak out, and then it spreads like wildfire. So
when one of the sisters gathers the family together in one
room to tell them the tragic news,, not one person there
hasn't already heard. When it is all over, they shake her

hand and congratulate her on the fine job she has done.
Wealth, as the American solution to all problems, goes

far to cover up these imperfections but it too ultimately

subverts itself. Everyone is beautifully dressed; the

groom's house is decorated with lush peach satins and
Cont. on p. 21

Devo Seven Beauties

Peter Gabriel Julia
'611?tertaiimept The Sex Pistols

Swept Away A Wedding

'Julia' Examines The Complexity
Of Human Relationships

BY DAVID KAPLAN

Disaster has a markedimpact on all human relationships.
What may have seemed a strong friendship rapidly
detenorates in the face of uncontrollable outside crises;
or, more fortunately, alignments may grow and
strengthen as both persons discover that mutual comfort
and assistance is an easier way to face catastrophe.
"Julia", which will be playing on October 21st and 22nd
in Shriver Hal; explores how war and a diseased world
effects so profoundly the relationship between two very
remarkable women: Lillian Hellman,portrayed by Jane
Fonda, and her friend Julia, played by Vanessa Redgrave.
On the surface, "Julia' is a rather uncomplicated if

unsettling story (unsettling perhaps because it is a true
stoiy by Lillian Hellman). It chronicles the evolution of
Lillian's and Julia's friendship, from their childhood
onward. The main body of the film, however, takes place
in 1930's Europe as Lillian tries to discover what has
happened to Julia, who is working for the German
underground. The fact that Lillian persists in the face of
unsympathetic guards, incomprehensible telephone
operators, and increasingly suspicious authorities is a

beautiful example of how friendship can and does

overcome those things which seek to destroy it. Julia is

finally able to communicate with Lillian through an agent

of the anti-Fascism movement. She attempts to enlist

Lillian's participation in a scheme to smuggle a great

amount of money into Geimany, and Lillian finally agrees

to undertake the dangerous mission of transporting

money to Berlin en route to the Soviet Union.

That, for the most part, is the plot of the film. But

"Julia" did not win three Academy Awards on the basis

of its plot. The true story lies in the development of the

main characters and in the conflicts that repeatedly

confront them. The decisions which must be made are not

simple. Lillian recognizes that in order to accord with her

principles, she must help the German underground. But

her feelings of social justice and her feeling of loyalty to

both Julia and her ideals do not rest easily with her own

entirely understandable fears. It would be all too easy to

bask in her emerging success as a playwright and to ignore

what is happening in Europe. Lillian knows this-- still, she

hesitates, as any person would. What is best about the

film is that the characters are people, and I believe that it

reaches its peak when one can see the play of these

clashing emotions in the expressions of the characters.

Vanessa Redgrave and Jane Fonda in Julia

The world of "Julia" is indeed a threatening one, and

the film seeks to remind you of that fact over and over

again. Scenes of mass riots, stills of Nazi rallies, and the

ever present police have a definite purpose- for "Julia" is

not only a story of love but also a story of hatred and

terror. This is highlighted by the eerie calm and lack of

concern in many of the other scenes. The movie begins

and ends in the quiet of a lake and the story starts with

Lillian writing, or struggling to write, a play in a cottage
Cont. on p. 20



We lined up civilly according
to the time we had arrived. First
in line was 10:15, followed by
10:32 -- he had a friend. Then
came 11:08, two guys at 11:42
and two girls at 11:54 -- one was
pretty, the other was not. I was
next at 2:13, and behind me
came several more. We were the BY STEPHEN BARR
die-hards, the devoted, the ones
who would do anything -- even if
that meant waiting over 70
combined hours in front of
Recordmasters at the Rotunda
last Friday (the 13th) to get
tickets for the Peter Gabriel
concert.

I had heard stories and seen
news reels of tne lines that
encircle Madison Square Garden
ann other such arenas prior to
the sale of concert tickets --
Zeppelin in '72, Dylan in '75,
Springsteen in '78. I was aware of
those who camp out in line, days
in advance, to ensure themselves
a ticket to some momentous concert. And just that day

(the 13th), I had heard on the radio of the record sell-out

for Springsteen at the Capitol Centre. So it wasn't too

difficult to see the Beckettian absurdity of our situation;
12 or so people "camped out," waiting for the arrival of

some unknown man with the tickets that would allow us
to see Gabriel.

Whether the concert was even going to happen was

often in question. First it was on, and the word spread

fast. Then it was off, then on again. The new word was
that tickets would go on sale at noon on Friday (the

13th) at selected Baltimore record stores. I called ,
Recordmasters numerous times Thursday and Friday

morning: their word was, "We will be selling tickets, they

aren't in yet." I was told when I called at 1:30 that if the

man did not show, there was the possibility of a riot. At
that point, I decided I better get my ass in gear, get down

to the store, and wait in line like all the rest if I really

wanted tickets.
I entered the store. The potentially riotous crowd

numbered 10, lined casually and quietly in front of the
cash register, leaning on record racks, record boxes and
anything else they could find. I tried to figure out which

end was the end; no one objected when I joined the one

The Sex Pistols
Still Firing Away

BY STEVE RANDALL

And you thought you'd heard the last of the Sex

Pistols, didn't you?
Since the breakup of the band following their brief,

chaotic tour of America last January, the loveable

London lads have remained conspicuously out of the

limelight. Until last week, that is.
Bass player Sid Vicious, apparently tired of all this

non-attention, put the Pistols back on the front pages last

Friday by stabbing his girlfriend to death in a New York

Hotel. Predictably, the Associated Press used this incident

as an excuse to malign J.- :,ex Pistols and the new wave

scene in general. The Pistols, claimed the AP article, threw

glass at their audiences, vomited on stage, cut themselves

with glass and wore grotesque makeup.

In truth, they never did any of these things. Oh, they

may have been hit with a few beer bottles thrown by

boisterous English punk rock fans, but to their credit,

they never tossed them back. As far as the self-inflicted

wounds and barfing go, that was Iggy Pop's game, not

Johnny Rotten's. And makeup? Hell, no self-respecting

punker would be caught dead wearing the stuff. (Could

someone be confusing Kiss with punk rock?)

So, while Mr. Vicious faces the sobering prospect of a

few years in the slammer, what's happening with the rest

of the former Pistols? Plenty!

Original bass player Glen Matlock, who was reportedly

sacked from the band after he admitted he l
iked Paul

McCartney, is doing just fine with his new group, the Rich

Kids. Their third single on EMI, "Ghosts and P
rinces in

Towers," is currently climbing up the U.K charts.

Produced by Mick Ronson, the record is hard-driving

powerpop with pleasing hooks and immaculate 
vocals.

Johnny Rotten, lead singer/screamer extaordinaire, has

reverted to his real name of John Lydon. His new 
band,

Public Image, will give their debut performance on

Christmas Day at the Rainbow Theater in London.

Rotten, er, Lydon has demanded that all 
seats be removed

for this show so that the hundreds of ex
uberant, spastic

pogoers can run amok on the floor.

WAITING FOR
GABRIEL

nearest the door. They greeted me politely and told me
the current news. Then they graciously turned back to
their friends, books or prior acquaintances to continue
their methods of killing time. No one was disrupting
anything no one was even distracting or rude as we let
customers by. We were orderly, waiting for the man with
the tickets. Definitely not the stuff riots are made of.

At 3:00, we were asked to move our line outside
because the managers felt we were too numerous to loiter
in their small store. I lingered a moment, and when I
exited, the others were lined up against the walls on both
sides of the door. Again, I couldn't figure out which was
the end -- and again, no one directed me -- so I flipped a
coin to choose which wall to lean against. There we were,
approximately 12 people with nothing to say and nothing
to do but .wait for some man who was supposed to be
delivering the tickets.
When noon had passed without the man, I had learned

that the new ETA was 3:00. That deadline had come and
gone: now the man was expected to arrive at 6:00.
Rumors began to fly -- we were beginning to feel
frustrated and desperate. It was though he had left at
2:00 to make the rounds. We heard that they had sold out

at Gordon Miller in Towson - all balcony seats. It seemed that

cow. &Limey,-Tvoutoo- you co.P
"NNE YER GUITAR
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The Sex Pistols

Their recent single, "No One is Innocent," which features
Great Train Robber Ronald Biggs on lead vocals, is a
throbbing punk anthem in the classic Pistols tradition.

John, by the way, stated in a recent interview that he
was getting into "non-melodic music," so it's anyone's
guess as to what direction Public Image will take. I'll go
out on a limb and predict that they WON'T sound like
Steely Dan. Remember, you read it here first.

Meanwhile, guitarist Steve Jones and Drummer Paul

Cook are still billing themselves as the Sex Pistols

(shouldn't it be Ex-Pistols?), despite Lydon's disapproval.
With an infectious sing-along chorus, it is custom-made
for all the "mates" to bellow together at football matches
or in the pubs.

Jones and Cook flew all the way to Brazil to record the

tune with Biggs, where he remains safe from British law

following his escape from prison. For someone with an

untrained voice, Biggs does a commendable job on vocals,
though he won't make anyone forget Johnny.

Biggs also plays a role in the Pistol's upcoming movie,
"The Great Rock and Roll Swindle."

Incidentally, the flip side of "No One is Innocent"
features Sid Vicous completely mutilating "My Way."
Elvis must be laughing in his grave at this farce. Vicious,
who proved on the American tour that he can't play bass,
makes it equally clear that singing isn't one of his strong
points, either. Sid was accepted into the group after he
beat up a New Musical Express critic with a' chain , and
he always seemed more adept at smashing heads with his
guitar than at playing the damn thing.
A genuine rock and roll swindler, let it be said: He did

it his way.... •
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everything we were told was true
was later countered by something
different. At 4:00 we learned the
Civic Center was sold out; at
5:00, the line had formed around
the building and there were no
tickets -- yet. The most
devastating word came at 5:30
when two girls told us the whole
thing was a farce. That was the
last thing we wanted to hear, at
that hour, when several of us
were questioning whether it
would be worthwhile to continue
to wait.
Around 6:00, many were

beginning to give up hope. The
store would remain open until
9:00, but some had been waiting
almost eight hours, and the pain
was getting to be too much.
When we tried to sit down
outside the store, a security
guard told us we had to stand. He
didn't mind us loitering around
the entrance to Recordmasters,

but he didn't want us to sit. One member of the 10:32
duo had to go somewhere, and he was replaced by a
friend. A couple who had arrived later than I couldn't
wait any longer, so they gave their money and number to
a perfect stranger who also was wiating for tickets. As
dusk fell, we crowded closer to the entrance, as if we were
expecting some word from within. Passers-by would look
over our shoulders to see what was happening, and
customers would ask our permission to enter.

I had made two phone calls to the friend with whom I
was to attend the concert -- I wanted to tell her how I was
suffering -- but both times she wasn't home. At 6:20, I
thought it was time to try again. I went into the store for
change, and before I left I felt compelled to ask for news
in case they were hiding anything from us. I was calmly
informed the small rotund man in the red cardigan and
checked pants was the man with the tickets. It was 6:27. I
put the change in my pocket as I took out the bills. Then,
I went to tell the others the news. The man was so

unassuming he had slipped by all of us without even a

hint of suspicion. Nevertheless, he had the tickets.
It was 6:43. I was in posession of two tickets to the

Peter Gabriel concert at the Lyric Theatre on October
26th. Hope lives on forever! •

Wertmuller Films
This Weekend

BY VINAY LAL

Swept Away (by an Unusual Destiny in the Blue Sea of
August) and Seven Beauties, unlike Italian director Lina
Wertmuller's two famous earlier movies, The Seduction of
Mimi and Love and Anarchy, do not reveal the kind of
mature and major talent that one expects from
Wertmuller. Audiences who have previously watched love
and Anarchy and The Seduction of Mimi will find the
themes expressed in Wertmuller's Seven Beauties and
Swept Away redundant, and the style somewhat badque;
first-time viewers of Wertmuller may find the themes
original, the direction brilliant and, the moviEtorr the

-
whole excellent. z

Wertmuller started her career as an assistant direhror to
Federico Fellini on the sets of 8Y, . Some s,.ay lyr•iovies
reflect the classic opposition between Louis. lAiniete (a
director whose goal was to recd 'life as it is and ii;'hose
approach has come to be '%htl as realism) and George
Melies (a contemporary of Lu..n.:e who is noted for his
use of illusions, whose approach is labeled fantasy). To an
essentially serious moral purpose, she adds a touch of
abrasive comedy that lends to her films an extraordinary
vivality.

Seven Beauties traces the life of an Italian character
Pasqualino (Giancarlo Giannini) through his experiences
in his town, a mental asylum and a Nazi concentration
camp. In his town, Pasqualino is a well-known favorite.
When one of his sisters is seduced by a political boss--an
arch-enemy of Pasqualino-- he is compelled to murder the
boss. Following the murder, there is a fairly long shot in
which are shown Pasqualino's amateurish and comic
attempts to dispose of the body. Finally, he manages to
escape with the body packed in three suitcases.

Notwithstanding Pasqualino's efforts to protect
himself, he is eventually caught by the police. At the trial
he is committed to a mental asylum--that is the only way
that will allow him to get out in a couple years. At the
mental institution, Pasqualino behaves like a reformed
individual until the day that he attempts to make love to

cont. on p. 20
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'Seven Beauties'

To Be Shown
cont. from p. 19

an invalid patient confined to her bed. He is caught at a

rather unfortunate moment, but is later released.
Most of the movie is in a series of long flashbacks; in

reality, Pasqualino is at the Italian front. After a number
of brilliant escapades, he and a friend, along with their
fellow soldiers, are caught by the Germans.

The commander of the concentration camp is a typical
Wertmuller female, a huge woman with large, impressive
breasts. Pasqualino is able to attract her with his bold and

daring exploits. After he asks to be freed, his loyalty is
tested when he is asked to shoot his friend. After some
hesitation, Pasqualino does it, creating a turmoil in which

several people die and other prisoners escape. Meanwhile,

Pasqualino is able to have sex with the commander who

overwhelms him with her huge, obnoxious body, leaving

him impotent.
Seven Beauties may be said to be an introspective

study of man's instinct for survival, at times against

impossible odds. Pasqualino displays of this instinct; one

must stay alive at all costs, even if one has to abandon

friends and values. More importantly, Wertmuller is

; clearly expressing her disapproval of Social Darwinism. At

the same time, she explores other minor themes such as

; how an organization like the Mafia operates. These other

I; themes have already been dealt with by other prominent

directors, but Wertmuller's approach is quite unique.

Compared to the bizarre Seven Beauties, Swept Away
is seemingly simple. Raffaella (Mariangelo Melato) is a

- lovely female, but a capitalist bitch taking a cruise on the

Mediterranean. Gennarino (Giannini) is a steward on the

Lina Wertmuller
.1•111. .41M00. •••• ..1111111. .41M

cruise ship. Aboard the ship, Gennarino , a proletarian
pig, is aggravated by the whims and fancies of Raffaella
who expects unusual service of him. On an unusually

sunny day, Raffaella goes out sailing with Gennarino
attending her boat. Suddenly, the sea turns 'unhealthy' as
menacing clouds appear overhead. They are left stranded,
's away by unusual destiny in the blue sea of Au.' To add
to the unfortunate crisis, the engine fails, and Raffaella,
who keeps pickering on Gennarino for her fate, is left to
the complete mercy of the latter, who is far more
knowledgable about sailing and the geography of the area.
Thus, in the ensuing battle of words, there is a complete
reversal of roles.

The next morning the two land on a deserted island.
Gennarino is accustommed to living in forlorn and hard
circumstances, but Raffaella is new to such harsh
situations. In a series of humorous and informative shots,
Raffaella is converted to a virtual slave. Thus, when
Gennarino finally makes love to her, his domination of
her is complete. However, he is so infatuated by her that
the audience is once again left in the midst of a partial
reversal of roles, leaving both of them as equals.

At the moment when they're deeply" in love with each
other, a ship appears on the horizon. The two are
compelled to play the roles again that destiny set forth
for them. Despite all their efforts, Raffaella and
Gennarino are separated. The movie leaves the viewer
with a sad expression evoking his sympathy for the
proletarian Gennarino.

Besides being a movie essentially about the class
struggle, it is also a rather trivial examination of
Euro-Communism in Italy. Perhaps Wertmuller is saying,
to quote Dr. Johnson, that eminent man of letters, that
'very few live by choice. Every man is placed in his
present condition by causes which acted without his
foresight, and with which he did not always willingly
co-operate.' Male viewers will find Raffaella a bitchy type
yet incredibly beautiful; female viewers will scoff at the
reaction of their partners, asserting that her beauty is'
artificiaE •

ITO LISA H. GET WELL
SOON!!! --OH THE ARTS EDITOR 

Badl Brunch Buffet
1
1 All you can eat $1.50

I in the JSA Sukkah IIIPi .
1 (Behmd Old Dorms)

1 Sunday, 11:30-1:00 pm

1 JSA Membership Meeting I'
 APIMMMINNIN.

7:30 pm in Gilman 10 I
followed by I

18' Class of

Instruction in Israeli Dancing:

8:30 pm in Great Hall

All are welcome!

'Julia': A Film

Of Perception
Cont. from p. t8

on. the shore. Throughout the movie, an essential
contradiction emerges as this cloistered, almost artificial

world is set against the all too real world in which Julia
must live. It is a jarring experience for us and for Lillian,
when she is dragged out of the former life to aid Julia in

the latter.
The film also does an excellent job in juxtaposing the

present world with a series of flashbacks dealing with the
early friendship between the young friends. These scenes
serve to illuminate and to foretell the later story
Throughout, we see how Julia has acted as a guiding
influence on Lillian-- in dangers both easily and not so
easily seen. It is she who has contributed more than
anyone else to Lillian's moral and personal development.

Just as she had helped to form Lillian's character in those

earlier days of their relationship, so the continues to exert

a powerful influence even when she is gone.
Ther are other characters within the film, but they are

only secondary to this fundamental relayionship. Chief

among these is mystery writer Dashiell Hammett, played

by Jason Robards. He, too, has an impact on Lillian as she

tries to reconcile her love of fame and fortune with her

personal values. "Julia" is for the most part an excellent

film. It has received many awards and much praise from

critics. Its only possible fault is that it tends toward being

overly sentimental in places. However, most of the scenes

are done with just the right mixture of ingredients.

Perhaps, the best part about the story is that it deals with

the friendship of two women, a topic not touched upon

until recently, and it does this with a great deal of taste

and perception. •

Jane Fonda and Vanessa Redgrave

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS

ACORN needs organizers to work with low and moderate
income families in 14 states (AR, SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL,
CO, NV, PA, 1A, OK, MI, AZ) for political and economic
justice. Direct action on neighborhood deterioration, utility

rates, taxes, health care, etc. Tangible results and enduring

rewards - long hours, low pay. Contact: The Placement Bureau

for interviews Wednesday, Nov. 1, or write Ann Lassen,
ACORN, 628 Baronne, New Orleans, LA 70113 (504)

523-1691.

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
BEST FOREIGN FILM
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Muffin And Dino
Get Hitched

Cont. from p. 18

lavish cream-colored furniture for the reception.
Everywhere there are large tasteful bouquets of fresh
flowers. One bathroom is an octagon of mirrors which
looks lovely till the doddering bishop almost bursts trying
to find the mirror that conceals the toilet. Another time,
a sleek caravan of silver Cadillac limosines drive up to
circle the driveway in a kind of comic re-enactment of
the defensive maneuver of covered wagons on the open
plains. The basement is absurdly decorated to resemble
Gassman's favorite restaurant back in Rome, right down
to the Cinzano ashtrays and gallon sized brandy snifters.

Despite its genuine humor, Altman's film is not
without its faults. It is overbearingly a director's film, the

product of his vision, the result of his preoccupations.

Actors and actresses- and he has attracted a fine long cast-
are like pawns in his hands. None save perhaps Burnett is
given half a chance to develop a full character. A few
(Hutton, Farrow) hardly speak at all. He must get a
peculiar pleasure out of directing every movement, every
gesture, every word of women like Burnett, Chaplin,
Hutton, Farrow and Stryker. He seems overly concerned
with the morbidity, the inanity, and the sexual
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incontenance of the American woman. Were I a feminist,
I would feel compelled to shout foul in righteous
indignation.

This is a movie of abundant wit yet little style. It is not
pretty, it is not even necessarily comprehensible. It strings
together a series of vignettes, little gags with no apparent
order. Even the camera work is disorganized; the camera
is a guest like any other, eavesdropping on conversations,
chancing upon what interesting pieces of gossip it can
soak up. It is like an obnoxious member of the reception
who spends most of his time making disparaging remarks
about the rest of the guests failing to realize all along that
he is a bigger phoney than they are.

Ultimately, Altman falls victim to his subject.
American society is still too fluid, still too diverse to be
neatly filmed. But whereas other directors despair to
make the effort, prefering merely to seek out
prefabricated formulas for commercially successful
movies, Altman is making a serious effort to deal with
important subject matter. Persistent digging in this garden
is bound to bear fruit.
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DOUG'S
DUGOUT

Those Damn Yankees. matter what the reason.
Just when it looked like the But back to those Damn

time had .come for the biggest Yankees. Even though you love
:congloineration of over-inflated to hate them, you cannot help
crybabies in one sports but respect them a little bit too.

•iorganization to be put in their Not only did they prove their
place, those South Bronx bad mettle by coming back from a

fboys bounced back in a big way, 2-0 deficit, but they did it while
setting, a World Series record in suffering from as many bumps

athe process. If You are like me, a and bruises as a New York taxi
lmember . of that new breed of cab. Chambliss, Rivers, and
t fans who love to hate the Munson all played with injuries
:Yankees, then you know the that woulcl. have sidelined lesser
)feeling of frustration, and . men. Graig Nettles, a Brooks
:do wnright disgust as the , Robinson lookalike at third base,
;drooping Dodgers dropped three: single-handedly denied the
!straight oh' the east 'coast, and ": Dodge rs o f an almost
tiën1 against all the odds, folded - unsurmountable 3-0 in the series.

the finale. In the fifth game, , Yankee pitchers like Catfish
the losers of L.A. dove to lower Hunter and Jim Beattie came

44ep-ths—thafi- -the --Yanks ever-through in the clutch. And of
Would' have, playing-infield like a course we can't forget good old
)unch of fifth-graders, and added Reggie Jackson, the biggest baby

)nsult ,to, their .own- injury by of them all, making up for his
searching for scapegoats. dramatic strike-out in the bottom
:Admittedly, the only reason I of the ninth of the second game
1.7rooted for the Dodgers in the by pounding a towering home
itfirst place was my deep desire to run to drive in the final runs of
see New York get knocked off, the series against, of all people,
.:but it becomes pretty difficult to Bob Welch. It was almost as if he
;support what amounts to a had to rub it in.
:bunch of baseball bums, no Damn Yankees.

Stickers Shut Out Goucher
And Hood;Gottesfeld Stars

BY DAVE EINOLF

I Hot on the heels of a 2-0 win
over Hood College, the JHU
women's field hockey team

'defeated Goucher College
Monday for the first time in five
years of hockey at Hopkins. The
3-0 shutout was the first time
that the Hopkins women have
ever scored a single point against
Goucher. These two victories
raise Hopkins record to 3-3-1,
with two losses and a tie coming
in games against Dickinson
College, Catholic University and
Loyola College respectively.

The Goucher game showed
JHU at its best, combining fine
offense with good defensive
stickwork. Lisa Gottesfeld
brought the Hopkins offense
together by scoring two goals.
The third goal was scored,
virtually unassisted by the right
wing Ginny Schwartzman in a
'picture-perfect' play shot from
the extreme corner of the field.
The Hopkins defense,

spearheaded by Grace Chien's
fine stickwork and
center-halfback Eleanor
Simonsick's rigorous effort,

cont. on p. 23
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moves in for the kill

Widener Whips Hopkins With
First Quarter Scoring Attack

By RICHARD MILLER

A stiff wind and tough defense
combined to stifle the Blue Jays
offense last Saturday, as the
Hopkins grid squad went down in
its third defeat of the season, a
35-9 pasting at the hands of the
NCA A Division III National
Champion Widener Pioneers. A
28 point first quarter scoring
blitz put the Pioneers out in
front early on, and despite an
impressive showing by Hopkins
during the remainder of the
game, the contest was clinched
by the end of the first quarter.
Quarterback Jim Margraff

experienced difficulty getting the
Blue Jays' superb aerial offense
into gear, giving up a record five
interceptions while passing into
high winds.

Widener opened the scoring
early in the first quarter, drawing
blood on each of its first four

THAT'S BerTER.
NOW GET OUT THERE

AND Stiow tr4 SOME LEG.

A
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possessions. First, Pioneer
defensive back Steve Warrington
picked off a Margraff pass on the
third play of the game, setting up
the first Widener touchdown of
the contest. After breaking up a
two point conversion attempt,
Hopkins went to work from its
own 20-yard line, but a tenacious
Pioneer defense once again
stalled the Blue Jay attack,'
forcing Hopkins to punt directly
into the wind. Widener took over
at the midfield stripe and, with
the help of a 34-yard sprint by
running back Mark Jay, soon
lifted the score to 12-0. Hal
Johnson bulled his way into the
end zone for an extra two points,
leaving the Blue Jays with a 14
point deficit just minutes into
the game.

After another abortive Blue
Jay drive, The Widener offense
opened up again, as quarterback
Mark Walter hit wide receiver

Gordon Stewart with a 50-yard
touchdown bomb. Kicker John
Ferko capped the score with his
extra point, bringing the tally to
2 1-0 with five minutes still
remaining in the first quarter.

The Pioneers continued the
first period onslaught on their
very next series. Expertly
utilizing the quick-count offense
which took them to the national
championship last season, the
Pioneers ripped huge holes in the
Hopkins defense, and, in just
four plays, scored again on a one
yard plunge by Mark Jay.
Another extra point brought the
score to 28-0 and, as the Blue Jay
gridders trudged downfield to
begin the second quarter,
memories of the fourth quarter
debacle at Muhlenberg earlier this
year began to circulate through
the stands.
The next three quarters were a

cont. on p. 23

Athletic Center
Names Coaches

As the winter
women's varsity sports season
approaches, the Athletic Center
has announced the appointment
of new head coaches for two
sports, basketball and squash.
Toby Gordon, a 1976 graduate

of the University of Pennsylvania
and currently an occupational
therapist living in Washington,
D.C., will take over for Jim Lacy
as coach of the women's varsity
squash team. A native of
Baltimore, Toby played squash at
the U. of P. and continues to
play the sport on her own. She
also has experience playing and
coaching women's lacrosse.
The women's squash team

compiled a 6-2 record last year
under the leadership of Joanne
Beckwith, No. 9 female collegiate
squash player for the '77-'78
season.

Heading the Blue Jay women's
basketball squad will be Donna
Seeger, a smart young woman

experienced in a number of
sports as both a player and a
coach.

While earning her B.A. in
Physical Education at the College
of Wooster in Ohio, Donna
participated in women's varsity
basketball, field hockey, and
volleyball, while assuming
captain's duties on the basketball
team for two years.

While gaining her M. A. in
Secondary Education at Towson
State, she maintained an active
role in sports by playing AAU
women's basketball for five
years, as well as playing with a
vast array of AAU teams in other
sports.

Having taken over for Micul
Ann Morse at Friends' School in
Baltimore as Director of Girls'
Athletics in September 1972,
Donna prompted the founding of
an Independent School Girls'
Sports Association and initiated
the Private School Girls'
Basketball Tournament.
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Two
Hockey
Wins
cont. from p. 22

nearly prevented Goucher from
ever reaching the midfield line.
This defensive combination was
an improvement over the one
which brought the JHU women
to a victory over Hood the
previous Friday. In that game, a
2-0 shutout, Simonsick proved
her offensive capabilities by
picking up one of the two goals.
The other point was scored by
halfback Ellen Lim.
The women meet Western

Maryland today at 3:30 on the
baseball field, and play again at
home on Tuesday against Mt. St.
Mary's.

Who's
High?

(CPS) --Rhode Island center
Mike Oliver, a chunky 6-2,
258-pounder from Seattle, was
all set for the Rams' recent game
with arch-rival Brown at
Providence. But a routine blood
pressure check a week before the
game showed his too high, even
though Oliver looked and felt
fine. Nonetheless, the team
doctors barred him from practice
and administered medication to
get the pressure down.

Crucial days passed and
Oliver's pressure didn't change.
Then the red-faced doctors
discovered the source of the
player's "high blood pressure".
Seems Oliver's biceps were too
big for a normal sized blood
pressure sleeve, and the tight
instrument forced his pressure
up. 'The doctors found a larger
sleeve, Oliver's pressure registered
normal (it had been normal all
the while), he managed to play
almost half the game, and the
Rams registered 17-3 over
Brown.

Sports At
The N-L
On* Wednesday the

News-Letter's own Janice 'Jackie
0.' Ono smashed Audrey Zettick
6-0 to capture the BIA tennis

crown before a largely hostile

crowd of hollering Housemasters
and screaming Vincent-Willard

residents. "It reminded me a lot

of those Italian Open matches

where the fans heckle you and

.try to make you lose your cool,"
the victor explained. Janice

dominated the match with her

vicious "Guillermo Vilas" serve

and her aggressive returns. Way

to go, Jackie O.!

With a little help from our

friends Adam and Dave and a

spectacular performance by

'bouncing Bobby Riggs, the

News-Letter BIA football squad

stomped Sigma Nu fraternity

12-6 at Wyman Park field

Monday.

Jays Look To Georgetown
cont. from p. 22

different story, however, as the
Blue Jays began to dominate
play. The Hopkins passing attack
which proved so effective in last
week's fourth quarter
come-from-behind victory over
Ursinus, began to come alive, as
Margraff connected with
freshman Bill Stromberg for the
first Blue Jay score of the
contest.

Widener kept up the scoring
pressure, however, putting
another six points on the board
to cap an eighty-yard drive
midway through the second
period, then making the score
35-6 with the extra point
conversion. Jeff Harris' 24-yard
field goal ended the second half

as well as the scoring for the rest
of the day.

The second half was largely a
battle for position, as the
Hopkins defense solidified and
held the visiting champions
scoreless for the remainder of the
game. But the Pioneer defense,
which had given up only 28
points prior to meeting the Blue
Jays, also held fast, leaving the
half-time score unchanged.
Tomorrow, the Blue Jays

journey south to the District of
Columbia, where they will square
off against the Hoyas of
Georgetown University. The Blue
Jays have always performed well
against Georgetown, scoring their
only victory against a beleagured
2-7 Hoya squad. This year,
undefeated Georgetown appears

tougher, averaging 428 yards of
total offense per game to place
them second in the nation against
Division III defenses.
The key to Georgetown's

success this season has been
senior quarterback Bob Sitz, who
has averaged 214 yards in each of
the Hoyas' first four grid romps.
The blue Jay defense will have to
contain Sitz' explosive passing
ability while shutting down the
talented running of wishbone
backs Andy Blood and Steve
Scheuerle.
Tomorrow's 2 P.M. game

promises to be an exciting, high
scoring, predominantly aerial
duel as two talented, pass-oriented
offensive squads bump heads in
the shadow of the Nation's
Capitol.

The Game at a Glance
•

Widener  287 00 - 35
J. Hopkins  09 00 - 9

W • Johnson 9 run (pass failed)
W - Jay 36 run (Johnson run)
W - Stewart . 50 pass from Walter

1 
(Ferko kick)
W - Jay 1 run (Ferko kick)
JH - Stromberg 7 pass from Margraff
(kick failed)
W • Britton 4 pass from Walter (Ferko
kick)
JH - Harris FG 24

Widener JHU
First downs 17 15
Yards rushing 219 99
Passes•att-int 8-13-0 16-35-5
Passing yards 121 198
Fumbles-lost 6-5 5-2
Punts-evg yds 5-33 6-35
Penalty yards 65 109

THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN © 1978
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